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Abstract 
I con~idel' the problem of local type inference, where the types of local variable~ are inferred 

within a method with otherwise complete static type information. This is an important problem 
for tooh,; which manipulate languages, Buch as Java bytecode, where local type information does not 
exbt. Another application of local type inference would enable the design of programming languages 
where the types of local variables need not be declared by the programmer. Even whell pl'ogramml::'r
declared types for a local variable are available. it is possible that these may not be as tight as 
possible. Some allalyses on programs, .such as generation of a call g'raph, give more useful re:-;ults 
when local variables are t,vped as tightly as possible. Finally local type inference can be seen as a 
sUb-problem in global t.vpe infereuce for object-oriented language~. where not even method signatures 
are available 

I construct a new algorithm, built upward from a definition of optim<L1 typing validity. I begin 
by examining the Java bytecode verifier, which is perhaps the 'most executed' example of local type 
inference algorithm. I consider how Ow bytecode verifier solves a similar problem to local type 
inference, but is in some aspects quite different. I use some of the.se ideas iu the development of my 
algorithm. 

I derive a 'core' algorithm for local type inference in a language that obeys certain requirements, 
and prove this correct. Then I go on to consider how the algorithm can be generalized further, 
relaxing certain rE'quirE'mE'nts on the target language. This yields a final algorithm, general enough 
for local type inferf'nGe that is a specific target language: Jimple, which is 'somewhere between' Java 
bytecode and Java source. 

Through extensive experiments on over 295K Jimple methods, generated by a range of different 
compiler~. I show that my algorithm is typically around 4 to 5 times faster than algorithms currently 
ill use. I show that although my algorithm has exponential worst-case complexity, it exhibits linear 
complexity in common cases. Other <Llgorithms offer better worst-ca,,;e complexity but are usually 
slower in practice. 

A paper on this project has been accepted at the ACM Conference on Object
Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages and Applications (OOPSLA 2008). 
A draft copy of that paper is attached. The role of the coauthors has been to 
guide this research and help with the presentation of the paper, for instance with 
a survey of the literature. All the novel ideas for the algorithm, its formalization 
and its evaluation are my own. 

This project text is shorter than 10,000 words; but all figures, equations, 
algorithms and proofs should be considered 'extra material'. These are included 
in line with the text for ease of reference. 
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I 

a. Introduction
 

,~ype inference is the process of automatically inferring types for a computer program. This work 
rpeCificaIly deals with toeal type 'inje'f'ence in object-oriented languages, where least st.atic type,s Hre 

mferred for local variables within a method, given all other typings such as method parameter type:'), 
~eturn types and public field types. 

~ome detai~S of thj~ work are sp~ci.fic to the Jimple programming .language [7], where there is, d 

pfl,l'tlcular requirement. tor local type lllterence, though most of the algonthms presented could be easily 
jadapt.ed ~o most. modern object-o.riented l~nguages. Jimple was intl'Oduced with the Soot framework [7] 
:as a statlcatly typed, stack·[ess mtertnedwte lang'u,age between Java bytecode and Java source. tvlu:>j, 
!statements in Jirnple tn,ke at most three variables l so Jimple is sometimes described as a 'three-address 
!representation'. The intention of Soot's authors wa<:; to design a language that made it easier to analyze 
land transform Java bytecode. lava bytecode can be translat.ed to limple more easily than it can be 
jfuJ1Y decompiled to Java source, though limple also provides a useful intermediate stage in the full 
ic.lecompilat.ion of Java. One partIcular di~erence betw~en Java bytecode and limpl.e is tbat bytecode 
luses an operand stack as well as a local vanable array; Jlmple only tiupport.') local vanablcs. In bytecode 
Ito limple conversion, elements on the operand stack are replaced by local variables, and then all local 
jvariables are split as much as possible by flow analysis without inserting 'copy' statements. This splittmg 
I does not, in generaL result in Single Static Assignment (SSA) form because Assignments to the same 
variable are allowed in parallel branches of flow-control statements. 

Finally, after the splitting step, a static type is assigned to each of the local variables. There i~ no 
type information tor the operand stack or local variable array in Java bytccode l so these static typfls 
in Jimple mnst be inferred from t,he type informat.ion that is available. The original objective for this 
project was to develop a method for this final local type inference stage of the bytecode to limp!e 
translation. In creating Soot, GagIloIl t't al. 12] designed an algorithm for local type inferf'nee in Jimple. 
Their algorithm exhibits polynomial worst-case complexity, I present an algorithm that has theoretical 
exponential worst-case complexity, but experiments show that it is typically linea.r and significantly faster 
III most cases tested. Abo Illy algorithm is proved to find a tightest va.lid typing in all cases, whereas 
experiments reveal that Gagnon's algorithm occasionally does not. 

But most of the work I present is not limited to this specific application to Jimple. The algorithms 
are general enough Lo be used with any typicfl.I object-oriented programming language. For example, the 
newest versions of rvIicrosoft's C# and Visual Basic languages include local type inference l but only where 
a variable is declared and defined on one line. Using a more complete local type inference algorithm, 
such m) that presented here, declared static types would not, he required at all, yet the compile-time 
verification and run-time performance benefits of st.rong typing would be maintained. 

Another application of local type inference is in program analysis. Even if programmer-declared types 
for local variables arc available, these may be wea'l<.pr tha.n strictly necessary. This has an ad verse afI'eet 
on some kinds of analySIS, sudl as <":ullstructing EL call graph using C1Bss Hierarchy Analysis (CHA). Here 
we need to determine which concrete methods can be invoked from each virtual function cFlll b·1(- .. ). 
The ideal result is t.he set containing each method 1 in all classes ever l"efere1lC;ed by b at the method 
call. The challenge is finding out exactly whicb classes these are. In CHA the type of b is used, and we 
know that b can only contain subtypes of the type of b, so we find that the method called could be the 
function f in any of these snbtypes. Clearly if b has a tighter type then there will be fewer cIClsses that b 
could t'eferencc, so a smaller and more nsefnl call graph is found. So local type itlfen~flCe could be used, 
even where programmer-declared types are available, to find the tightest typing for each variable and 
thus the smallest ca.ll graph by CHA. 

Finally, t,he algorithms 1 present could form a subrouLine of f1, global type illference procedure, where 
the types in method signatures are also inferred, There is a large literat'.1H> on the subject of global 
type inference; the greatest advances were made by Palsberg and Schwartzbach 16]. [n my conclusion/) I 
briefly comm('llt on possible future work. where my algorithm could be pxtetlde-d to sn]vp t.he global type 

inference problem. 
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1.1 Overview 

I begin in Section 2 by examining the Java Bytecode Verifier, and consider the similarities and difference~ 

between the problems of bytecode verification and of local type inference. I then formally describe the 
problem in relation to a ~simplified language 1 which excludes some typical features of object-oriented j 

Ifl,nguages such as arrays and multiple inheritance. I first use intuition to develop an algorithm for this 
simplified language, and present a proof that this algorithm solves my formal description of the problem. 

Next in Section 3 I rt:>Jnove a significant rest,riction au the simplified language by allowing multiple 
inheritance. I modify the formal description of the problem, and again nse intuition t.o give a more 
general t,'y'pe inference algorit,hm, Finally I present a new proof, which is somewhat more complex. 

Section 4 offers more generalizations t.o the algorithm, relaxing further the requirements of the lan
guage. This introduces support for Java-style arrays, modifications to methods that are not immediately 
typable, and expressions that have more than one (least) type in the hierarchy. The general algorithm 
given by this section is capable of local type inference in the Jimple language and I implement this for 
evaluation. I use this implementation t,o conduct a thorough set of experiments in Section 5. 

Section 6 summarizes some of the most closely related work and compares them to my algorithm. 
Finally I conclude in Section 7, iu which I briefly comment on possible future work. I also present my 
personal report, discussing the project, the challenges involved! and what I have learned in the process. 

2 Algorithm Design and Development 

2.1 The Java Bytecode Verifier 

I begin by considering the Java bytecode verifier, which is j,i"part of any Java virtnal machine following 
Sun's specification (5]. The intended purpose of bytecode verification is to check that the bytecode is 
st.ructurally well formed and well behaved at runtime. Part of this verification ensures that no local 
variable or operand stack element could ever be used when it contains a value of an incompatible type. 
Remember that the null type is allowed to be 'used' at compile.-t'iTne wherever an object reference or 
array is expected. 

Briefly, this interesting part of the bytecode verifier works by developing a typing for the local variable 
array and operand stack at each instruction in a method. If at any point the typing is not, valid, based 
on the conversions allowed by the specification, then the verifier Tails. A pseudo-code algorithm for the 
bytecode verifier is given as Algorithm I. In this pseudo-code, and through the rest of this diSCUSSion, I 
ignore the Java byteeode operand stack. The actual bytecode verifier does perform similar verification 
on the operand stack, bnt this work only considers local type inference in languages without sneh (l., stack. 
Indeed, the bytecode to Jimple translation inserts local variables to replace all operand stack locations. 

Initially the verifier sets the typing at t.he first inst.ruction of the method to contain initial types for 
method paramet.er varIables. All olher variables map to a :,;peciu.\ 'top' typ,-, T indicating that thp vH.rinhlC' 

is unusablp. The typings of all other instructions are set t.o a. speciftl 'bottom' typing (T1-, indicating that 
the instruction has not yet been visited. The verifier then adds the first instruction in the method to 
a worklist of instructions that need to be examined. While the work list is not empty the algorithm 
rontinues in a loop. It removes an instruction from the worklist, checks that the typing is valid, and 
verification fails if not. It then creates a new typing, modeling how the instruction's typing will change 
after execution of the instruction. This new t.yping is then merged with the typings of any possihle 
subsequent instructions considering control flow. Two types are merged by taking t,he least-common
ancestor of the two types, wlJich is the least type that can hold all va.lues of bot,h types. 

So in the bytecode verifier, at eaeh statement (inst.ruction) we have a typing for the local variables, 
though this typing is not generally valid at any other statements. For example, at one instruction loeal 
variable x might contain a value of type Vector, and then at, another instruction it may contain a String, 
This is because we are dealing with Java bytecode and not Java source, so all variables do not need a 
single static type 

So it turns out that. a correct local type inference algorithm wdl look a little different from t1l(' 

algorithm of the byt~code verifier. Prima.rily we will probably not consider control flo'\-v. A valid typing 
must be valid for all statements, not just the statements that mighL 'fiee' that typing. 
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Algorithm 1 Bytecode verification 

1: for all instructions ·i in method do
 
2, typmg(i) "" (J.L
 

3: end for 
4: i {::: { first instruction in method}
 
5, wadJist"" {t}
 
6: typing(i) {::: typing containing correct method pElrameter types, all other local vElriables map to T 
7: while worklist 1- 0 do 
8: i : worklist {::: worklist 
9: if i is not well typed under typ'ing(i) then 

10: verification fails 
11: end if 
12: a {::: effect of i applied to typ'iny(i) 
13: for all instructions inc/;t that CRn follow i in control flow do 
14: if typing(in(:xt) = 0'.1 then 
15: typing(ine:vd {::: a 
W: warkli:st {::: 'ine:r.t : warklist 
17: else 
18: for all local vRriables v do 
19: if tYP'iHy(ine~;f)(v) and a{v) are both reference types then 
20: a'(I.!) {::: least common superclass of typing(ine~;t)Cv) and a(v) 
21, else if t9Vin9(i"",)(v) t o(v) then 
22, (J' (I') "" T 
23: end if 
24: end for 
2r,· if 0-1 ,i 17" then 

26: typiHg('ine~;d {::: 0'1 

27: worklist {::: inext : wCJrA'+ist 
28: end if 
29: end if 
30: end for 
31: end while 
32: Verification succeeds 
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2.2 Local Type Inference in a Simplified Language 

\\"e can begin to formalize the problem. Let T be a set of an types visible to the method. wit.h a subtype 
relation S. between them. The set T must have an infimum and supremum. In this report I sometimes 
refer to the infimum and supremum of all types in T as .1 (bott.om, or untyped) and T (top, or failure) 
respectively. J_ is a 8ubtype of every type and T is a supertype of every tWo It is usually possible to 
extend the type hierarchy with new imaginary types ..1 and T if real types d~l:'it. Sometimes properties 
of the target language will ensure that these types are never provided by th'e type inference algorithms, 
and I mention these cases when describing each algorit.hm later in this report.. But. to give an example, 
the fact that every variable is assigned at least once in Jimple means that no variable is ever typed at 
..l. Also (except for small integer types, which I consider mnch later) Jimple guarantees that no variable 
is ever assigned incompatible types, so no variable is ever typed a.c; T. 

Next, let V denote the set of local variables in the method. ,",Ve define a typing as a mapping from 
local variables to types V 1--+ T. 

First of all I consider methods in a sim.pltjied language that satisfY some requirement.,'). I formany 
define these requirements later in this section, but the list below might be a useful summary. ft. turns 
out that general Jimple methods srttisfy none of these, so later in this report I generalize the algorithm 
for them, removing each requirement in turn. 

•	 The:::; relation on T forms a lattice, so any pair of types has a single Greatest-Lower-Bound (GLB) 
and Least-Upper-Bound (LUB) (remember T inclndes 1- and T.) LUB is also known as least
common-ancestor or join, and can be represented by the V operator. For t.he algorithms I present 
the least-cornman-ancestor function ira : T 2 T must be well defined. The requirement that typesH 

form a lattice is actually a slightly weaker requirement than a total absence of multiple inheritance, 
though there is certainly no single-valued lea function for the Java (and .limple) hierarchy. [This 
requirement is removed in Section 3] 

•	 A 'valid' typing does exist for the method. (This requirement is removed in Section 4.1] 

•	 Only single local variables or field references, and in particula.r not arrays, can appear on the 
left-hand-side of assignment statements. IJava-style arrays are supported in Section 4.2] 

•	 A single-valued monotonic function eval : L: x E 1--+ T is well defined. The intuitive meaning of 
eval(a, e) is to infer the type of expression e under typing a. [A multi-valued eva] function is 
supported in Section 4.3.3) 

I now describe these requirements forma.Ily. V\Te require lhat least-cammon-ancestor function lea must 
satisfy the following equivalence for all x, y, z E T: 

x.::; zf\y:::; z:::: lca(x,y):S Z 

By taking z :::: lca(x. y) we observe that for all x, yET 

x ~ lca(x,y) fly ~ lca(:r,y)	 (2) 

We can verify that the lea function is associative and commutativE'. In our :jimplificd language, local 
variables can appear in only one of two contexts: 

•	 assignments of the form v := e, the set of which \ve name A, 

•	 and 'Uses, which call take severa.l syntw;tic forms, but always COllvert a variable n to some type t. 
We model this use by the pair (v, t), and we denote the set. of a.ll uses (I.I; U. 

We can define a typing as a mapping from V to T, and a partial order :S on typings as 

(Jj ~ (J., c= Ifv E V(Jl(V) ~ (J2(V)	 (3) 

We. require that the language exhibits t.he follmving common definitions of t.yping validity: 

•	 all Hssignl1lent u:= e is valul under a t.yping a if and only if cval(a,e) ::; a(v), 
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•	 a lIse (v, t) is valid under a typing a if and only if aCu) $; t. 

•	 a method (A, U) is wllid under a typing a if and only jf all assignments in A and all uses in U are 
valid under a. 

Here I introduce the eval E x E T function to formalize v"aJidity. I shall require t.hat. the eval l-,I 

function j,/monotonic, so 

~ 
(4 ) 

It is the definitions of typing validity, along with language-dependent lea and eval functions, which 
provide the ;link' between type my algorithm and the target programming language. I make no other 
assumptions about the language until I extend the algorithm to support additional language features in 
later sections. 

It. is clear from the above definitions that t.he problem of local type inference for a method can be 
defined as finding the least typing under which the method is valid. For convenience I write that a typing 
a is (Jssignme.nt-valul for a method if and only if every aSSignment is valid under a, formally 

'i(v:= 0) E A,eva](o-,e) S 0-(1')	 (5) 

Like\vise a typing a is 'Use valid for a method if and only if every use is v~.Jid under a. formally 

'i(v, t) E U, 0-( v) S t 

It is obvious that a clear that maps all local variables to T is assig.nment~valid, so we know that 
a lei\..,>t i\..'>signment-valid typing must exist" Now notice how the definition of a'3signment-validity (5) is 
somev·... hat related to the definition of the lea functioll (1). I leave the proof that (under the simplified 
language) t,he least assignment-valid typing is unique until Section 2.3.1, but it may seem intuitive to 
the reader, For now I continue with an informal algorit,hm derivation, assuming that a unique lei\..,>t 
a.<;signment-valid typing exists. 

\lVith this assumption I can make a.n important observat.ion: if the least assignment-valid typing 
is not use-valid, then there are no valid typings. v..'e can see this easily by considering the least 
rlSsignment,-valid typing a. 11" (J is not nse-valid then, for some lise (v, t), (J(1') 1 t. Now Cl.ll typings not 
greater than (J are not, assignment-valid because a is t.he least. Finally consider any typing a l greater 
t,han a. By definition, t 1 (J(v) so t.1 al(v), so (JI is not, use-valid either. 

Armed with this observation I realize that is it snfficient to find the least assignment-valid typing and 
then check that it is use-valid. This gives the least valid typing. 

2.3 Finding the Least Assignment-Valid Typing 

In this section I present several 't.ries· at an algorithm. Aft.er each attempt I explfl.in what is wrong,. giving 
an example, and fix it to give another algorit.hm. This roughly follows my t1louglwrocess \vhen J wa,-,; 
designing the algoritlllH. For the final fl.Jgorithm, a formal proof of correctness follows in Sectioll 2.3.1. 

Suppmie we m,iintain a typing a and iterate through the a,"lSignment statemcnts individually, updating 
(J as we progress. A first att.empt at an algorithm might look like the algorithm in Figure 1. 

1 <untyped> x;
1:	 for all assignment.s ~v := e do 

x ne~ Integer(5);
2 0- {= 0-[-" ~ eval(o-, e)1	 

2 
:l x .=. ne~ String("Some String");

3;	 end for 

FigUl"c 1: Algorithm Attempt 1 and Counterexample 

Of comse this is not sufficient. There may be several ao;signments with the same local variable 'U on the 
Jell hand side. and we must ensure that v is given the least. type that makes valid all such assignments. In 
this case the lea."t such type is Object. This is given by the least-common-ancestor functiou lea: T 2 

l-,I T, 
which we know is well-defined in this simplified language. Figure 2 shows a secoud at.tempt. This time 
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we start with all local variables typed as~. I don't att.empt to prove this algorithm rigorously at this 
stage, but given that \:Ix E T, lca(~, x) =:: :I.:, and remembering the Msociativity and commutativHy of 
Ica, one might be persuaded t hat. we are on t.he right track. Also, as long as each variable is at some 
point (l.%igned a wilue of some type other than ~, as is the CMe in Jimple. then the final typing will 
never map any lauds to ~. 

1: 
2: 

3: 

for aU local variables v do 
v <¢:= ~ 

end for 

1 
2 

<untyped> x, y; 
x new Integer(5); 

4: 

5, 

for all assignments l! ::;:: e do 
a ¢= alv ~ Ica(a(v),eval(a,e))) 

3 
4 

y 
x = 

x; 
new String(i'Some String"); 

6: end for 

Figure 2: Algorithm Attempt. 2 and Counterexample 

Indeed Figure 2 is closer but we're not there yet. Since a is changing, in fact monotonically increasing. 
then the value of eval(a, e) for any expression e might also be changing. This can happen when a local 
variable appears in the expression on the r-ight-hand-side Clf an assignment.. In the example we would 
t.ype x 3.'3 Integer on line 2, y as Integer on line 3, then x as Object on line 4. So at the end line 3 is 
no longer valid. \Vhat the algorithm should do in this case is ret.urn to reconsider line 3 whenever the 
type of x changes. 

ApPLYASSIGNt\.IENTCONSTRAINTS (Algorithm 2) is a complete local type inference algorithm lor t.he 
simplified language. The algorithm takes a typing parameter a. and returns a singleton ~et containing the 
least assignment-valid typing that is greater than II. The reason for rctnming a singleton is to maintain 
compatibility with more general versions of t.he algorithm that will return sets of typings instead. For 
the current. purpose we will always take II = a 1-, the infimum of all t.ypings, where every variable maps 
to 1-. This parameter is used in later applications of the algorithm. 

The algorithm maintains a set 'worklist of assignments that we still need to consider. Initially'Worklist 
is set. t.o all assignments in t.he method, and whenever a the type for a local variable v changes, we add 
all assignments in depends(v) to 'Workl'ist. depends: V 2A maps each local variable v to (a superset.t---jo 

of) the set of assignments Vi := e, where eval(a. e) depends on II(V). 

AlgorithIll 2 ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTs(a) Version 1 
Local type inference in the simplified language 

1: for all local variables "l' do 
2: v ~ 1
:1: end for
 
4: wOTklist <¢:= all assignment.s 
5: while "(l!orklist #- I/) do 
G: (v .= t') : wOTk{Ist ¢= '(('orkl'ist 
7, t ¢= Ica(a(v),eval(a, e)) 
8, if t oF a(v) then 
9, a(v) <~ t 

to: 'Worklist <¢:= workl'ist * depends(v) 
11: end if 
12: end while 
13 return {a} 

The reader may wonder whether this algorithm terminat.es. Again this i~ proved in Section 2.;~.1, and 
the proof depends on the monQt.onicity of the eval functjon (4). It is worth not,ing that the cffic:ienc.y 
of this algorithm can be optimized for a target language b,Y controlling the order in which elernf'nt,!) are 
!'lelected from woTh:l'ist. For example, in Jimp]e it is preferable to use a structure like a priority queue 
for lvorkUst, \vherE' elements are ordered by the order they appear in the method body. This is becau~e 

it is more usual for tocal variable assignments to prccede uses. 
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2.3.1 Proof 

In this simplified language the type hierarchy (T, S;) forms a lattice: a partially ordered set where every 
nonernpty subset has a single lowest-upper-bound (also called a least-common-ancestor) and a single 
greatest-lower-bollnd. The usual notation is to denote the !owest,-upper-bound, or join, of a subset X by 
vX. 

\VI? can define a functiolL 

f(7)(V) ~ V{eval(7,c)l(v:~ e) E A} (6) 

Since the eval(a, e) function is monotonic in (J (4), f is also monotonic. It ca.n also be shown that 
any assignment-valid typing is a prefix point of j: 

f(7) S (7 

{ definition of S (.3) } 

'Iv, f(7)(v) S (7(v) 

{ definition of f (6) } 

'Iv, V{eval(7,c)l(v:~ c) E A} S (7(v) 

{ definition of LUB } 

Vv,V(v:~ e) E A,eval(7,e) S (7(v) 

V(v:~ e) E A,eval(7, eJ S (7(v) 

So any assignment-valid typing is a fixed point of f, and any fixed point is an assignment-valid typing. 
The idea is to find the least such fixed point, which is the least assignment-valid typing. Such a least 
fixed point exist.s because of the Knaster-Tarski theorem [3], and we \.... ill flnd it by repeated it.eration of 
f on the infimum a 1- of all typings. 

The similarities are clear between this theory and t.he implementat,ion in ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTs(a1-) 

(Algorithm 2.) The ke.v difference is the use of a worklist in the implementation, whieh is a simple o[)ti
mizat.ion to avoid evaluat.ing eval and lea more than necessary. 

3 Multiple Inheritance 

:rvlultiple inllCritance is H. feature of the type hierarchy in most object-oriented languages. For example, 
consider the Java (and Jimple) type hierarchy shown in Figure 3. Even though in Java multiple supcr
classes are uot alJm.... ed, any clHSS can implement any number of interfaces. In this example types C and 
D a.re subtypes of both iuterfaces IA and lB. 

1 void mul tInhrB () {1 void mult 1nhrA() { 
2 <untyped> x;2 <untyped> x; 
3 x == new CO;3 x new CO; 
4 x = new DO;4 x = new D(); 

expectsAnIA(x) ;}" "6 } 

• 1 
NO\v examine the ~Jimpl~given in method multlnhrA above. How should we type variable x? 

Clearly IA and IB are preferable to Object since they are tight.er, but we have no reason t.o ~hoose either. 
Both of these are least assignment.-valid typings. Now examine method mul tlnhrB, where I add a use 
(x, IA) in line 5. Now only one of these least a.'5signment-valid typings is also use-valid, n,nd this is clearly 
the one to choose. 

Put another way, the difficulty brought by multiple inheritance is that there is no longer a. single
valued least.-common-ancestor function between pairs of types so the partia.l order of typings does not 
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Figure 3: A Type Hierarchy wit.h Multiple Inheritance 

form a lattice. Indeed, we can try choosing r\ny of the five types as the value of lca(C, D) and it is easy 
to check that the required property (1) of the lea function would not hold. 

I take the obvious n.pproach t.o overcoming this difficulty by generalizing the algorithm to support a 
multi-valued lea function, so len.: T 2 

1-----t 2T . The intuition is that lca(x,y) returns aset of least common 
supertypes, and a type t is a supertype of both x and y if and only if it is also a supertypc of x. The 
formal requirement of a valid lea function becomes 

:r :S z II Y :S z '" :3t E lca(:r, y), t :S z (7) 

In the second version of ApPLyASSICNMENTCONSTRAINTS (Algorithm 3) I maintain a set of typings 
instead of a single typiug. Ea.ch iteration involves an assignment and a single typing from the set.. 
\Ve replace that typing with one or more ne\v typings, each accounting for one of the least-cornmon
supertypes. 

Notice that the algorithm will return E containing all lefl.'5t fl.'5signment-valid typings. But as illus
trated by the multlnhrB example earlier in this section these are not all guaranteed to be use-valid. 
However we assume that a valid typing does exist, so we select any such typing from I: to use, fl.'5 all are 
least and have equal merit.. 

3.0.2 Proof • 
\\lith multiple inheritance in the picture, types no longer generally form a lattice. This is because for 
some set.s of types, as exemplified by Figure 3, there is no single lea."it-upper-bound. Instead we introduce 
a step predicate on pairs typings. Intuitively a, a' is in step if and only if a' is still a potential assignment
va.lid typing when we consider that the right-hand-sides of all assignments will be typed under a typing 
aI, least as great fl.'5 a. step is defined formally as 

st,'p(u,u') = V(v:= e) E A,eval(u,e):S u'ev) (8) 

We notice that step(a,a) if and only if a is assignment-valid. One other important. property of the 
step predicate is monotonicity in the second argument: 

step(a, a') 1\ a' :S a" => step(a, a") (9)
 

This proof makes use of up"\vard-closf'd sets of typings, which are defiued as sets E where
 

Va E E.o :S 0' => a' E E (10) 

The idea is that we use an upward-closed set to represent all potential assignment-valid typings for 
the method, iteratively removing known invalid typings (from an initial set with all possible typings) as 
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Algorithm 3 ApPLYAsSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS(U) Version 2 

Local type inference supporting multiple inheritance 

1: for all local variables 'v do
 
2, v <= -l
 
3: end for
 
4,E<={u}
 
5: WOTklist(a) <= all assignments
 
6, while "U E E, wOTkli"t(u) ;t 0 do
 
7, Pick U E E, wu"Hisl(u) ;t 0
 
8, E <= E \ {u}
 
9: (v:=~) : lI..!orklist {::: WOT'klist(a) 

10, I' <= eval(u, 0) 
II, for all I in lca(u(v), I') do 
12, if I = u(u) then ,
n E<=EU{u} 
14: else 
15: (11 {:::: a[v 1-----1 t] 
16, WUTHisl(u') <= WOTklisl(u) 11- depends(v) 
17, E <= EU{u'} 
18: end if 
19: end for 
20: end while 
21: minimizE' r; 
22: return r; 

the algorithm progresses. Intuitively we want to find the largest, upward-closed set of assignment.-valid 
t.ypings. So wE' define a. partial order on upward-closed sets, and we want to find the least set of typings 
under this part,iaJ order. 

(11 ) 

An impottant property of upward-closed sets is that the entire set call be represented by its minimal 
elements, which we denote mnl(:L). 

a l E mnl(:L) iff \:la, a E :L 1\ (J ::; a' {::::::::} a' = a (12) 

A property of mnl on upward-closed sets allows us to test for the set inclusion :L ~ :L' of two 
upward-closed sets, when we only know mnl(L:) and E': 

E C;; E' '" mnl(E) C;; E' ( 13) 

The::::} direction is trivial since mnl(:L) ~ r:. The {:::: direction follows from the definition of upward
closed sets (10). Every element (J' t.hat is greater than some element a of mnl(L:) mllst belong to L:, but 
since also a E L:' then a' E L:'. 

\\'e are now ready to define a function F. which is a generalization of the f funet,ion from Section 2.3.1. 

F(E) = (u'l"u E E,slep(u,u') /lu <; u'} (14 ) 

By the monotonicity of the 8tt'P predicate we can see t,ha.t F(L:) is always upward closed. Also all 
element.s of F(L:) are greater t.han or equal to somE' element in L:, so F(L:) ~:L fl.nd thus L: S F(:L). We 
finally! need to show that any set of assignment-valid typings is a prefix point of F: 

., 
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F(E) :": E 

{ definition of:": (11) } 

E c:; F(E) 

{ inclusion of upward-closed sets (13) } 

mnl(E) c:; F(E) 

{ definition of F (14) } 

V(J' E mnl(E), o(J E E, >tep((J, (J') 1\ (J :": (J' 

{ definition of mnl (12) } 

V(J' E mnl(E), step((J', (J') 

So any fixed [Joint of F is an upward-closed set. of 8.5signment-valid typings, the least fixed point E 
of F is the set. of all assignment-valid typings, and mnl(r;) is the set of lea<it assignment-valid typings, 
\.... hich is what Algorithm 3 gives. 

The starting point for the least fixed point calculation is the least (in ::;) upward-dosed set of typings. 
This set may be denoted ~.l but. is in fact the set containing every possible typing. In the same way a..':l 

Section 2.3.1 we can find the least. fixed point by iteratively evaluating F: 

F(F(" F(E.d" , )) 

However a naive implementation of this iteration woul(] be horrendously inefficient! Consider having 
to maintain set,s of typings as large as every possible typing! \Ve can perform an extremely rough 
calculation: the number of types in the Java rt.jar file is greater than but in the order of 10000. A 
typical method with 10 local variables has 1010000 possible typings, so this wonld be t.bc cardinality 
of ~.l-, and with conventional computing there is no way we could contemplate naive storage of the 
upward-closed sets of typings. 

Examining Algorithm 3 shows that we actually maintain a set of typings E' somewhere between 
mnl(E) and E, so mnl(E) ~ E' ~ ~. It is sufficient to maintain tbe set of minimal typings at each step, 
but experiments show that. ensuring we only maintain minimal typings is expensive. We minimize once .~ 

at the end. 

4 Jimple-Specific Considerations 

ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS provides the basis for local type inference in most object-oriented 
languages. But different languages have part.icular quirks, which mRy not completely satisfy the require
ments of the simplified language used so far. The reader will soon realize tha.t some of the IJroblems 
presented by these 'quirks' are somewhat difficult to solve in an efficient manner! My initial motivation 
for this project was to improve the performance of local type inference 'in Jimple, and the generalizations 
presented in this sed,ion are combined at the end to give a complete local type iuference algorithm for 
limple. 

4.1 Untypable Methods 

In language:-> such a'3 Jimple we are not guaranteed that a valid typing does exist. The reason for this is 
dup to the principlp that it must be possible to translate all valid bytecode to Jimple. Ignoring the small 
integer types, which I consider later. the bytecode to Jimple trauslator does split variables tnough so that 
an as~ignment-valid typing (not including T) does always exist., but it is not always able to gllarantee a 
use-valid typing. • 

Gagnon et al. considered this at length and offered some exampk"i of untypable Jimple methods. 
These are shown in Figure 4. The untypableA method will successfully pass the bytecode verifif'r with 
x dynamically.' typed as CA on line 6, CB on line 8 and Object on lin(' 9. However there is no statk 
type for x t.hat would be valid for all statemenbi. The untypeableB method is another example which 
is uutypable~ t.his time due to nmltiple inheritauce. By inspection we can see that the program is well 
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1 class CA extends Object { void I() { } }
 
2 class CB extends Object { void g() { } }
 
3 void untypableA() {
 
4 <untyped> Xi
 

5 it ( ... )
 

6 {x ns. CAO; x.tO; }
 
7 else
 
8 {x'=ne.. CB()jx.g()j}
 
D x.toString();
 

10 } 

I interface IA { void f 0; }
 

2 interface 18 { void gO i }
 

3 interface IC extends lA, 18 { }
 

4 interface ID extends lA, 18 { }
 
5 class CC implements IC { void fO { } void gO { } }
 
6 class CD implements ID { void f () { } void gO { } }
 
7 class InterfaceDemo {
 

8 IC getCO { return ne.. CC 0 i }
 

9 ID getDO { return ne.. CDC); }
 

10 void untypableB() 
II { 
12 <untyped> x· 
13 if ( ) x = getC(); else x ~ getD(); 
14 x.tO; x.gO; 
15 } 
16 } 

Figure 4: Examples of unt:vvable Jimple methods, due to Gagnon et at. 12] 

behaved, and the bytecode verifier passes because it leaves verification of the Java invokeinterface 
inst.ruction until runt,ime. But again there is no static typing that will be valid for all statements. 

In addition to analyzing the problem, Gagnon et ai. also presented extensions to their algorithm,
 
which apply semant.ics-preserving program transformations to 'fix' untypable methods where required,
 
such that a va.lid typing is guaranteed to exist.. I elected to use the same approach. Gagnon gave two
 
stages of transformations: stage A is only Vapplied if the original method is untypable, and stage B
 

/
is onI.v applied if the method remains untypable after stage A. After applying stage B a valid typing is 
gUArant.eed to exist for every method. 

The stage A transformation hxes CClses like untypableA. This is similar to the method for splitting
 
variables in control flow branches while obtaining Single Stat.ic Assignment (SSA) form. But we are
 
allowed multiple assignments, so we do not need to worry about using <I> fuuctions as in SSA form.
 
Wherever an object. is instantiated within a control-flow branch we introduce a new variable fOJ" the
 
new object, and also immediately 'copy' this reference to the original variable. Now wherevl>r t.he code
 
contains a use 01" t.he original variable, but in the scope of the same control-flow branch, we re[Jlace the
 
originELl variable with the new variable. This allows the new variable to be typed with It more specific
 
t.ype than the old variable. As sho\',m in my experiments (Section 5) Stage A does not fix all untypable
 
met.hods, an example being untypeableB.
 

The stage B transformation simply inserts casts wherever a use is not valid under a least assignment.
 
valid typing. These casts are guaranteed to succeed at runtime for Jimple (from verifiable bytecode), so
 
\\'e are not alt.ering the program semantics. This stage will always produce a valid typing in Jimple since,
 
as we have already seen, a lea.',t a.<;signment-valid typing (not using any ~ or T t.ypes) always exists.
 

JrMPLELocALTYPEINFERENCE (Algorithm 4) shows how these transformations can be arranged wit.h
 
ApPLYAsSIGNr.mNTCoNsTRAINTS. We first try running ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRA1NTS(0"1.) on the
 
original met.hod, and if no least assignment-valid typing is also use-valid (i.e. it requires at leAst one cast to
 
make it so) then we apply the stage A transformation. \\-'e t.hen rE'-run JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE(a 1.)
 
and select a typing that now requires fewest C&.<,ts. If this typing is still not use-valid then we apply the
 
stage B transformation by inserting casts wherever they are required. This is guaranteed to give a valid
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typing. 

Algorithm 4 JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE Version 1 
Local type inference' including transformations to guarantee a solution 

1, E ¢= ApPLYASSICNMENTCONSTRAINTs(a~)
 

2 minC",ts ¢= mini COlJNTCASTSR.EQIJlREO( a) la E E}
 
3:	 if 'frI'inCasts > 0 then 
4: Apply stage A transformation 
5: E {= ApPLYASSIGN~·IENTCONSTRAINTs(a.d
 

6, m-inC"sts ¢= min{COUNTCASTsR.EQUlREo(aJla E E}
 

7,	 end if 
8:	 a {= any element of E where countCasts(a) = rninCasts 
9:	 Insert cast.s t.o make a) use valid 

10: return a 

4.2 Arrays 

So far our language has only allowed assignments of t.he form v ::=: e. Jimple also includes array assign

ments of the form 'u['i] := t. Intuitively one may be tempted to think we can safely ignore these. After
 
all, every variable that is used as the base of an array reference must contain a 'suitable array'? Not
 
necessarily, a.<; demonstrated in the following snippet;
 

1 <untyped> x; 
2 x = new String [1] ; 
3 x[O] = neo Object(); 

Clearly there is a problem here, but the bytecode is verifiable because arrays in Java are covariant
 
(tl S t2 " tiD s t,[].) In fact the Java VM is responsible for keeping track of array types. and would
 
throw an ArrayStoreException on line 3. If we do not consider line 3 then we would choose to type x
 
as String []. \Ve would t.hen need to introduce a cast in statement 3, which would fail at runt.ime with
 
a ClassCastException. If we do consider line 3 then we would choose to type x as Obj ect [], no casts
 
would be required, and line 3 would fail at runtime wit,h an ArrayStoreException. Since we must not
 
change program semaut.ics, even when we introduce casts. then we must take the second option and type
 
x a.s Object [].
 

Fortunately the required changes to JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE are miuor. \\Ie :->imply replace 
lines f) and 10 of Algorit.hm 3 wit.h
 

(ills:= e) : 'woTkhsf {= workUst(O')
 
if lhs matches ·u['i] then
 

viii ¢= lhs
 
t' ¢= eval(a. eJI]
 

else
 
'{) {= lhs 
t' ¢= eval(a, e) , 

end if 

4.3 Primitive Types 

The .lava primitive types offer more difficulties for local type inference, due t.o Java.'s awkward handling
 
of the small integer types: boolean, byte, char, short and into The problems are part.icularly specific
 
t.o Java~relat.ed languages and do require some non-trivial solutions. In this section I discuss the problems
 
and my solutions in some det.ail, but to offer an overview:
 

•	 then' exists verifiable bytecode for which no JimpIe equiva.lent. exists, even if we a.llow semantics

preserving CR.'lts;
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•	 and for some assignments there is no single type t such that the assignment is valid if and only if 
the left-hand-side is typed as an ancestor of t. 

Java bytecode makes no distinction between the small integer types. At the bytecode level they are
 
all treated as int and can be used interchangeably~ though 3..') I discuss later in this sect.ion the semantics
 
are sometimes dubious. There are no implicit. conversions allowed between the other primitive types
 
long, float and double. These rules are represented by the hierarchy shown in Figure 5a.
 

Java source allows some implicit 'widening' primitive conversions between t.he numeric types, but no
 
implicit. conversion~ to or from the boolean type. This hierarchy is shown in Figure 5b.
 

As we might expect, the Jimple type hierarchy for primitives, shown in Figure 5c, lies somewhere
 
between Java bytecode and Java source. There are some implicit widening conversions allowed between
 
small int.eger types but not boolean. Explicit conversions in the form of casts are allowed between any
 
primitive types. Narrowing cast.s between t.he small integer types are compiled to bytecode 3..') the integer
 
truncation instructions such at i2s, i2c and i2b. Casts between boolean and any small integer type
 
are ignored in the Jimple to bytecode compilation.
 

The JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE algorithm (Algorithm 4) is capable of typing all local variables in
 
Jimple, except those that hold small integer values. To make it do this we can type against the bytecode
 
hierarchy rather than the Jimple hierarchy. We can verify that the type of a local variable v depends
 
on the type of any small integer variable only if 'V is also a small integer variable. So we can use this
 
algorithm to find a least valid typing, requiring the insertion of fewest ca..'lts, but with all small integer
 
variables typed as into This typing would not be valid under the Jimple hierarchy, but it doeH mean that
 
a second stage can ignore all other variables, and only needs to worry about small integers. This tiection
 
deals with this second stage, where we begin with a least valid typing under the bytecode hierarchy. In
 
this stage we reconsider small integers and find a lea.')t valid typing under the Jimple hierarchy. Gagnon
 
et al. [2] also divide the problem into the same two stages, which allows convenient eornparison in later
 
experiments.
 

4.3.1 Inserting Small Integer Casts 

This difference between the bytecode and Jimple hierarchies leads to the first point of concern in typing 
primitives. There exist conversions, such as int to byte and boolean to int, which are implicit in Java 
bytecode but must be made explicit by inserting casts in Jimple. Without casts an assignment-valid 
typing may not even exist for small integer types where the same variable is 3..')signed both a boolean 
and any other small integer type! As mentioned above, some of these ca.':lts have the effect of truncating 
the value of the variable, which may clearly change the program semantics. However an important 
observation made by Gagnon et al. [2] is that if all variables are 'big enough' to hold the values of all 
types that are ever a.ssigned to them, then any required casts will only affect program semantics when 
the semant,ics were dubiou~ (at run-time) to begin with. By dubious semantics Gagnon means using 
a small integer variable wit.h a value greater than expected, based on the static type information in 
Java bytecode. Such static type information is available for variable uses in method invocations, field 
assignments and return statements. So dubiolls semantics can occur at any of these sites. An example 
code snippet always exhibits dubious semantics: .< 

1 <untyped> x; 
2 x = 5; 
3 takesABooleanCx) ; 
4 takesAnlnt(x); 

Line 3 is well-typed under the bytecode hierarchy, even though a small integer value of 5 is passed
 
to the takesABoolean(boolean) method, which expects a boolean, This is 'dubious' because, without
 
examining the code, we cannot determine whether takesABoolean(5) behaves like takesABoolean(t)
 
or takesABoolean(O), or maybe differently from both! It is not line 3 itself that is dubious, it is the
 
run-time event where takesABoolean is called with a parameter value not 0qual to a or 1. Dubious
 
semantics never occur on line 4 because the int type contains value 5.
 

There is no typing for the example given above that is valid under the Jimple hierarchy, If we
 
choose to type x as byte then lines 2 and 4 are valid but a ca.st is required on line 3. Similarly if we
 
choose boolean then line 3 is valid but lines 2 and 4 require casts. In the their Jimple type inference
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int 

Bottom Type 

(1\) The value set hierarchy (b) The augmeuted Jimple hierarchy 

Figure 6: rVlodified type hierarchies used by my algorit.hm 

algorithm 12], Gagnou et at. accept that the semantics of the original program may be altered by inserting 
casts, but only where the use would be dubious t.o begin with. So in the example above we type x (lS 
byte and insert the cast at line 3. 

I use the same idea and allow casts where required, after ensuring that the typing maps all small 
integer variables to a least type t.hat is 'big enough l to hold all values that could be assigned. But. what 
does 'big enough' mean? I write that, fOr two small integer types tl and t2 , t1 S;;; t2 if and only if all 
values of type t 1 are also values of f 2 . Now we can easily check that 

• for fill ~mal1 int.eger types t, boolean ~ t, 

• (l,no for allllmaU integer types t, boolean S;;; t == t = boolean. 

This partial order can be represented by t.he value-set hierarchy shown in Figure Ga. We can verify 
that when t1 ~ t 2 . although a ca.."t may be required if t2 is used where t 1 is expected, this ca."t will not 
change (run~tillle) semantics unless the semantics of the use would be dubious anyway. I write that an 
assignment (t := e) is value-set-valid under a typing a if and only if eval(a, e) ~ f. Thi" is a principle 
equivalent to assignment-validity but, since the S;;; rela.tion is not the same as.s, assignment-validity and 
value-set-validity are not the same. To see the difference conllider the example below: 

1 <untyped> x; 
2 x returnsAnlnt(); 
3 x = returnsABoolean(); 

This is valid Jimple but there is no assignment-valid typing. If we type x as boolean then line 2 is 
not. assignment-valid, but if we type x as any other small integer type then line 3 is not assignment-valid. 
Howpver we can type x as int and all assignments are value-set.-valid. Thill suggests a strategy for typing 
s!Dall int.egers, which guarantees a valid typing requiring the insertion of fewest casts. \Ve find the It'ast. 
value-set-va.lid typings under t.he Jimple hierarchy. and then select the typing tha\' requires thf' fewest 
number or casts. 
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But how do we find the set, of value-set-valid typings that are least under Lht" Jimple hierarchy? First 
we apply Algorithm ApPLyAsSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS against the va.lue-set hierarchy! This gives us the 
set E that. is least under the value-set hierarchy, but not under the Jirnple hierarchy, But, not,ice t.hat 
E is never empty, because typing all small integer variables as int is always value-set vitlid. Now itny 
typing (I E E must also be least under the Jimple hierarchy. So we simply need to find the set of least 
typings (under 'O) tram the set {o-'130" E E, 0" <:: O"'}. 

By inspecting the hierarchies we can make an important observation. Suppose that for some typings 
(II, a2 we know al ~ a2. Now there always exists a a~ that is a boolean-extension of al such that a~ :s a2. 

I define a boolean-extension of a typing a as any typing equal to a except that variables mapping to 
boolean nnder a may also map to char or byte under a boolean-extension 01 a, For example, the set 
of boolean extensions of the typing {x : boolean, y: short, z : boolean} is 

{c boolean, y : sbort, Z : boolean}. {c byte, y : sbort. z. boolean}, {x • char, y : short, Z : boolean}, 
(x • bOOlean, y ; sbort, Z : byte} , {c byte, y : sbort, z. byte], {x • char, y : short, z : byte}, 
{x • boolean, y : short, Z ; char], (c byte. y : short, z. char }, {c cbar, y : short, z : char} 

Algorithm 5 FINoBOOLEANExTENSIONS(O") 

l. E {= {O"} 
2: for all local variables v do 
3. if O"(v) ~ boolean then 
4. for all t E {byte, cbar} do 
5:	 a' <:= a[u.....-. t] 
6.	 {O"'} {= ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS(O"') {Using the value-set hierarchy! For a different 

reason we shall see that version 3 is required in Jimple, which is introduced in t,he next 
section. } 

7.	 E {= EU FINOBOOLEANExTENSIONS(O"') 
8: end for 
g. end	 if 

10: end for 
11: return L: 

As FIND BOOLEAN EXTENSIONS (Alogrithm 5) I present a pseudo-code algorithm for finding the 
boolean-extensions of a typing a. Notice that whenever we change a type we re-execute ApPLY ASSIGN
MENTCONSTRAINTS (under the value-set hierarchy) to aCCOllnt. for the possible changes to expression 
types in the method. 

Now I am ready t.o present JU.,.[PLESMALLINTEGERLOCALTYPEINFERENCE (Algorithm G), an algo
rithm for finding the least (under th~ Jimple hierarchy :5) value-sct-valid t.yping, which requires the 
insertion of fewest casts. Jll!' first we find the set E' of value-8et-valid typings thaL is least. under the 
value-set hierarchy (~). We then take the union L of all boolea.n-extensions of all typings in 1:'. We 
finally minimize E under the Jimple hierarchy and return tbis. Now we know that any ca<;ts required 
by these value-set-valid typings will be acceptable, only changing program semantics if they are already 
dubious. So I select any typing ti'Onl E that requires the insertion of fewest casts, 

So we should be able to perform complete local type inference in Jimple by first using JIMPLELoCAL
TYPEINFERENCE (Algorithm 4) and then .JIMPLESMALL[~TEGERLoCALTYPEINFERENGE (Algorithm G.) 

4.3.2 The Type of Short Integer Constants 

But therp is another big problem! Thus far ApPLyAsSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS ha') relied upon a well
defined eva} : Ex E T function, which doesn't exist for Jimple! The perpet.rator for t,his is the humble 1--1 

small ·I.nteger constant expression. Consider the 1:iimple assignment 

1 <untyped> Xj • 
2 x = 5; 

Clearly local variable x could be typed as byte or char, and both such typillgS are both least
 
assignruellt-valid and least value-set valid typings. So what is the single value of eval{{x 1--1 ~},5)?
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Algorithm 6 JIMPLESMALLINTEGERLoCALTYPEINFERENcE(a) 

Local type inference for Jimple small integers 

Require: a is a least valid typing for all va,riables except small integers, requiring the insertion of fewest. 
casts. All small integers are typed as int. 

Ensure: The return valne is a least valid typing for 8JI local variables, requiring the insertion of t~west 

casts. 
1. for aD local variablf'-s 'U do
 
2, if a(1I) = int then
 
3 a('tI) ¢ -L
 
4: end if 
5: end for 
6: ~' ~ ApPLYASSIGNr-..mNTCOJ',;STHAINTs(a) {Using the valup.~set hierarchy! For a different rcason 

we shall sec that version 3 is required in Jimple, which is introduced in the next section.}
 
7, l: ¢ 0
 
8: for all a E L;I do 
9, l: ¢ l:u FINDBoOLEANExTENSIONs(a) 

10: end for 
11 m'inCasts ¢ min{COUNTCASTSREQUlRED(a)la E l:) 
12: f7 ¢:: any element of E where COVNTCASTSREQUIRED( a) = m'inCasls 
13: Insert casts to make a use valid 
14: return a 

Suppose eval({x c-> -L}.5) = byte, then by the definition of assignment-va1idity (5), byte ji char would 
imply that line 1 i~ not assignment.-valid under {J; f--t char}, which is not a correct model of Jimple. Of 
course this same argument would apply t,o any single-valued eval fnnction. So either we need a different 
method or a different. hierarchy! I consider both of these approaches. 

First ill Section 4.3.3 I propose a generalized version of ApPLyASSfGN~IENTCONSTRAJNTSto support 
a multi-valued eval function. This algorithm is equally efficient as earlier versions in languages without 
a multi-valued eval function. However my experiments shmved small integer constants are cornman in 
typical Jimple, resultiug in the generation of many candidate typings. In Section 4.3.4 I propose a 'type 
promotion' algorit.hm for the small integer types, which uses a specially augmented type hierarchy to 
('nable a single-valued eval funct.ion. This is a very different algorithm for small integer typing that does 
not rely on the value-set hierarchy, but consequently cannot guarantee to generate a typing requiring 
the insertion of fewest casts. But if it can find a typing, which it can in almost all typical cases, t.hen 
that typing is guaranteed to be minimal. Finally in Section 4.3.5 I combine the t,vo approaches to give 
an algorithm that uses t.ype promotion in almost all cases, but. reverts to the slower method when the 
insertion of casts is required. 

4.3.3 Supporting a Multi-Valued eval Function 

PE'rhaps the most obvious solution would be t.o generalize eval L: x E --,> 21'. Intuitively this means 
that expression e can be converted to all ancestors of each of the type1:i in eval(a, e). \VE' can adapt 
the formal notion of a.':lsignment-validit.y: an assignlllent v := e is 'ualitl under a. typing a if and only if 
3t E eval(a, e), t <:: a(v). 

The proof of Section 3.0.2 can be generalized by changiug t.he definition of step (8) to 

step(a,a') = \f(v,= e) E A,3t E eval(a.e),t <:: a'('v) 

This leads to a modification of ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS (Algorithm 7.) 
Notice the extra loop added on line 10, around the loop introduced in Section a to handle a rnulti

valued lea function. The similarity of the two generalizat.ions is clear. Remember tha.t when we introduced 
this first loop, we relied on the infrequency of lea giving multiple va.lues, since the algorithm has the 
potential for exponential hlow-up. Unfortunately, in Jimple at lenst, assigning small integer constants to 
local variables is very common, so it is not unusual for the eval function to give several values. Indeed, 
experiments showed that Algorithm 7 performs much worse than the integer typing algorithm of Gagnon 
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Algorithm 7 ApPLYAsSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS(7) Version 3 
Local type inference supporting a multi-valued eval function 

L for all local variables v do 
2: v {::: 1.. 
3: end for
 
4, ~ <= {(7}
 
5, worklist(7) <= all assignments
 
6, while 03(7 E ~,workl-ist(7) of 0 do
 
7, Pick (7 E ~,UJorklist(7) of 0
 
8 ~<=~\{(7} 

9, (1':= e) : worklis,t <= wor'klist(7) 
10, for all t' E eval( (7, e) do 
1L for all t in Jca(7(v), t') do 
12: if t = (7(1') then 
13 ~ <= ~ U { (7 } 
14: else 
15 (7' <= (7[1' ~ II
 
16, w07'klist(7') <= worklist(7) * depends(v)
 
17, ~ <= ~U{(7'}
 

18: end if 
19: end for 
20; end for 
2]: end while 
22: minimize E 
23: return E 

et aI. [2], although this is not strictly a fail' comparison, since their algorithm does not guarantee the 
insertion of (IS few casts as possible. 

4.3.4 A Type Promotion Algorithm 

Remember we are tackling local type inference in two stages: firstly we treat all small integer types a..., 
the same t.ype, and then we need only consider small integer types in the second sta.ge. This two-stage 
stra.tegy is also employed by Gagnon et at. [2J. For their second stage they augment the Jimple hierarchy 
by inserting types [O .. J], [0 .. 127] and [0 .. 32767] as shown in Figure 6b. I call these new types 
imag-ina.r·y types. Having augmented the hierarchy, Gagnon t.'t aL then use a method very similar to 
their main algorithm, which I have :iummarized in Section 6. I choose to augment the hierarchy iII the 
same way, but otherwise their algorithm is very different to what I develop in this section. 

The most obvious benefit of augmenting the primitive type hierarchy is that it allows a single-'...alued 
eval function. The part of the eval function describing iuteger constf\.nts can be defined as shown in 
Algorithm 8. 

Now we can use any version of ApPLyAsSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS to find the. lea.'lt as:'3ignment-valid 
typing for small integer variables under the augmented hierarchy. Under the augmeJlt(~d bierarchy the 
lea and eval functions are always single-valued. So after this step we have only found an r\,<;signment-valid 
typing. Clearly. before \ve can return the typing, we must promote the imaginary types to Jimple types. 
This promotion is achieved by examining local variable uses. 

There is anot,her important feature of the augmented hierarchy: a suitable promote: T 2 T functionI------) 

exists. It is this thf\.t doesn't exist for the entire Jimple type hierarchy, w~ich is why this type promot.ion 
algorithm only works for small integers. The only crucial property of the promote function is that for 
any t/,,,,, :s t'l'<.qh, 'tit E T, (tl ow < t :s thl9h =::} promote (tlow , thlgh) :s 11 This property has the following 
intuitive meaning: 

If we know some lower bound type t/o'w for a variable v, we know Ibal '/} can never be 
typed a.'3 flow, and we know some upper bound type thigh for v, then pTornotc(t <illJl tidy") IS 

' also a lower bound type for the variable. 
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Algorithm 8 eval(_, IntConstant(l)) 

1 if 0 S i. S 1 then 
2 return (0 .. 1] 

3 else if 2 S i. S 127 then 
, return (0 .. 127] 
5 else if 128 SiS 32767 then 
6, return (0 .. 32767] 
7, else if 32768 SiS 65535 then 
8: return char
 
9, else if -128 S i. S -1 then
 

10: return byte 

11 else if -32768 SiS -129 then 
12: return short 

13' else 
l~: return int 
15: end if 

Remember we always 'know that 1) can never be typed as' any imaginary type. The promote function 
is the key to what I have called the the type promotion algorithm for small integers. I provide the 
pseudo-code as TYPEPRO~-[OTION (Algorithm g.) Here we start with an assignment-valid typing under 
the augmented Jimple hierarchy. \Ve then begin iterating through every local variable with an imaginary 
type. For each such variable we consider every use, and using the promote function try to promote the 
type toward a Jimple type, accounting for the constraints imposed by the nses. If ever we reach a stage 
where the typing is not use-valid then we fail, since this tells us that casts will certainly be required. 
If~ after considering all uses for some variable, the type of the variable has changed, then we re-apply 
ApPLYAsSIGNr-.mNTCoNsTRAINTS using the augmented hierarchy to account for the effect this change 
may have on the least. assignment-valid typing. 

After having fouud a valid typing this may still map some local variables to imaginary types. In this 
case we can choose any lea.'3t. non-imaginary supertype of the imaginary type. I simply apply a fixed 
promotion. 

4.3.5 A Final Algorithm 

So defining a multi-valued e.val function and using JIMPLESMALLINTEGERLoCALTYPEINFERENCE (Al
gorithm 6) is slow. TYPEPROr-.WTIO;.J (Algorithm 9) is fast, but cannot always provide a typing. My 
solution is to use type promotiou wherever possible~ and then revert to JIMPLESMALLINTEGERLoCAL
TYPEINFERENCE in the rare cases that Casts are required on small integer variables. This is guaranteed 
to give the lea.'3t valid typing haviug inserted t.JlE' fewest casts. I present a pseudo-code description of lhis 
algorit.hm as JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE version 2 (Algorithm 10.) 

And this concludes the algorithm development section! JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE is at last 
capable of finding the least valid typing for all JimpIe code, requiring the insertion of fewest casts. 

5 Experimental Evaluation 

For all experiments I implemented my algorithm os a drop-in replacement for the existing type inference 
algorithm which forms part of the Soot framework [7]. This original algorithm is due to Gagnon et ai. [2], 
and provides H. ba."3is for performance comparison both in terms of execution time as well as tightness of 
the typings generated. The algorithms are invoked as part of the bytecocle to Jimple translation. 

I identified, with recommendations from the co-authors of the paper \ a number of bytecode packages 
Lo be llsed as , comprising 295598 methods in total. It was crucial that the bytecode tested wa.<; not· all 
compiled from Java source. Other bytecode sources may make relat.ive use of different language features 
such as multiple- inheritance. The benchmarks chosen included bytecodc compiled from the Java, Groovy, 
Schemfl and Scala languages. The benchmarks are listed in Figure 7. 
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Algorithm 9 TYPEPROMOTION(o-
Type promotion algorithm for small integer types 

Require: a is a least valid typing for all variables except small integers, requiring the insertion of fewest 
casts. All small integers are typed as into 

Ensure: The return value is a least valid typing for all local variables, without inserting additional 
CASt,S. This algorithm fails if and only if one or more additional casts (between small integer types) 
are required. 

1: for all local variables l' do
 
2- if a('O) = int then
 
3, o-(v) ¢= ~ 

4: end if 
5: end for 
6, {o-} ¢= ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS(o-) {Using the augmented Jimple hierarchy' Any version 

will do, the return value is always a singleton Ret.}
 
7, for all uses (v, t) E U where o-(v) :':: int do
 
8 if o-(v) 10 t then
 
g. a is not use-valid; fail 

10: end if 
II if o-(v) E { [0 .. 1], [0 .. 127], [0 .. 32767] } then 
12, o-(v) ¢=promote(o-(v),t) 
13: end if 
14: end fOl' 

15: for all local variables v do 
16, if 0-(") = [0 .. 1] then 
17, 0-(1') "" boolean 
18, else if 0-(") = [0 .. 127] then 
19, o-(v) ¢= byte 

20, else if o-(v) = [0 .. 32767] then 
210 o-(v) ¢= char 

22' end if 
23 end for 
24: return a 

Algorithm 10 JIMPLELoCALTYPElNFERENCE Version 2 
Complete local t,.\'pe inference for Jimple 

1: ~ ¢:; ApPLYAsSIGNMENTCONSTRA1NTS(a.d {Using the bytecode t,ype hierarchy!}
 
2 olinCa.sts ¢= min{COUNTCASTSREQUIREO(O-)!O- E ~}
 

3· if minCasts > 0 then
 
4: Apply stage A transformation 
5, ~ ¢= ApPLyASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS(o-~){Using the hytecode type hierarchy!} 
6, minCa.sts ¢= min{COUNTCASTSREQUIREO(o-)10- E ~} 

7: end if 
8: a ~ any elE'mellt of ~ where CDuntCasts(a) = min.Ca.'its 
9: Insert, ca.'3t.s to make a) use valid under the bytecode type hierarchy 

10: if a <:= TYPEPROMoTlON(a fails then 
11: (J <:= Jlt-.-IPLESr-.-1ALLlNTEGERLof'ALTYPElNFERENCE(a) 
12: end if 
13: return a 
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All experiments were carried out with the rigor required for the conference paper. Each method in 
each benchmark was tested independently 5 times using both the algorithm of Gagnon and my algorithm. 
For each method the times taken were recorded and the typings generated were compared. The mean 
of the middle 3 timings for each algorithm was taken. All experiments were run on the same quad-core 
Int.el Xeon 3.2GHz compnter with 4GB RAlvl running Linux 2.6.8 SrvIP and the Sun compiler and VM 
version 1.5. 

I present experiments in two sets A and B. In set A I evaluate the performance of the general type 
inference algorithm. without the extensions to support Jimple small integer types. In set B I evaluate 
the performance of the small integer typing stage separately. The motivation for the separation is that 
the results in set A are interesting to all applications of local type inference, whereas the experiments in 
set B only evaluate a Jimple-specific enhancement. 

5.1 Experiment Set A 

First of all I present experiments on JrMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE Version 1 (Algorit.hm 4) against. the 
bytecode type hierarchy. This supports multiple inheritance, fixing untypable met,hods and assignments 
to arrays, bnt considers all small integer types to be the same. Gagnonls algotit,hm is implemented in 
snch a. wa.y that it is easy to disable the secondary small integer typing step completely. and all small 
integer variables are also typed as into So both algorithms are doing an equivalent 'amonnt of work' 
and the comparison is fair. 

Table 1 summarizes the results of experiment set A. I aggregate the individual results for each method 
into summary values for each benchmark, and then finally a summary over all benchmarks. Shown are 
the number of methods iu each benchmark, the total (middle mean) time spent a9signing tY[J<!s using 
Gagnon's algorithm, and t.he corresponding total for my algorithm. From these two times I determille the 
relative improvement. The typings generated by each algorithm are compared (small integer variables are 
ignored in this comparison) and I record t,he number of methods for which my algorithm found a tighter 
typing. Of course I the optimality of my algorithm has been proved, so it never generates a weaker typing. 
To obtain some indication of the extent, of multiple inheritance in each benchmark I record the mean 
number 01' candidates generat.ed by ApPLY ASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS. Finally I record the number of 
methods successfully typed after each of the stages of transformat.ions discussed in Section 4.1. Gagnon's 
algorithm uses these same stages. indeed he introduced them in [2], so each method is typed at the same 
st.age in bot.h my algorithm and Gagnon's. 

# Old New # Mean # # No # # 
Benchma.rk ~,lethods Time (s) Time (s) Improvement Tighter Cndts. Trans. Stg. A Stg. B 
rt 107792 84,48 10.77 7.84x 39 1.00032 107681 77 34 
tools 14180 13.07 2.37 5.52x 5 1.00014 14160 17 3 
abc-complete 33866 480.28 4.37 109.88x 52 1.00027 33865 1 0 
jython 9192 6.67 1.25 5.35x 0 1.00000 9187 5 0 
groovy 1:3799 10.12 1.92 5.27x 7 1.00087 13778 4 17 
gant 707 1.75 0.44 4.01x 0 1.00000 702 3 2 
kawa 9226 7.70 1.58 4.88x 25 1.00618 9195 31 0 
scala 65161 37.66 5.36 7.03x 117 1.00453 64865 296 0 

'" 2395 2.20 0.51 '1.34x 6 1.00167 2392 3 "jigeaw 
jedit 

13577 
5980 

11.50 
5.74 

1.84 
1.09 

6.24x 
5.26x 

1 
12 

1.00007 
1.00318 

13571 
5969 

6 
0 

0 
11 

bluej 5690 5.37 0.98 5.48x 0 1.00053 5690 0 0 
java3d 13453 17.86 2,46 7.26x 5 ].00037 134.'j3 0 0 
jgt 557 3.61 0,4~ 7.59x 0 l.00000 .'j.'j7 0 " havoc 23 198.53 0.46 428.17x 0 ] .00000 23 0 0 
Tot.al 295598 886,53 35.87 24.72x 269 29.'j088 443 67 

Table 1: Performance comparison between both algorithms without typing of small integer variables 

From the results is is clear that my algorithm shows a t'y'pical improvement of around 6 times, but 
in two cases abc-complete and havoc this improvement is much greater. I examined these benchmarks 
and found t,hat, they each contaoin several huge (>9000 Jirnple statE'ment~) methods. This suggests that 
my algorit,hm might, show bigger improvements with increasing method size, so I investigate this further. 

FiguJ"e 8 plot.s a point for of everyone of the 295598 met hods tested at the time spent inferring 
types against, met,hod length (number of Jimple statements.) A cube-root scaling has been chosen for 
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the )...-axis, and this highlights that the theoretical polynomial complexity [2] of Gagnon's algorithm is 
achieved in practice. ~vfy algorithm has a theoretical exponential complexity, but we can see that in 
practice it is usually somewhat better (.han cubic. 

Fignre 9 shows a similar plot, but this time containing only the points for my algorithm on a. linear 
y-axis. The apparent straight line of points indicates a linear complexity. Of course this is a common-case 
and not a won;t-case complexity, since there are s, significant number of points above this line. 

5.2 Experiment Set B 

For these experiments I use the final JIMPLELoCALTYPEINFERENCE Version 2 (Algorithm 10). I also 
enable the small integer t.yping stage of Gagnon's algorithm. So the comparison is between complete 
local type inference algorit.hms for Jirnpte. 

Soot Soot try My Integer 
Benchmark Time (5) % tota.l Time (8) % total huprv. 
rt 
tools 
abc-complete 
jython 
groovy 
gont 
kaIJa 
scala 

'"0 
jigsaIJ 
jedit 
bluej 
java3d 
jgf 
havoc 
Total 

Benchmark 

22,88 21.31 
G,5] 29.66 

89.98 15.78 
3.59 35.02 
3.84 27.50 
0.59 25.06 
3.42 30.71 
6.28 14.30 
0.43 16.23 
3.20 21.77 
2.] 7 27.43 
1.12 17.28 
5.60 23.89 
0.8] 18.3G 

239.55 54.68 
388.98	 30.50 

# I'dy Stg. 1 
rt 107792 
tools 14180 
abc-complete 33866 
jython 9192 
groovy 13799 
gant 707 
ka1Ja 9202 
scala 65160 

2395c'o 
jigsa1J 13577 
Jedit 5980 
bluej 5690 
j ava3d 13453 

557jgf 
havoc 23 
Total 295573 

8,98 
1.04 
2.90 
1.13 
1.39 
0.39 
0.78 
2.56 
0.3] 
1.07 
0.56 
0.46 
1.58 
0.24 
0.41 

23.79 
# My Stg. 2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2'l 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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4546 
30.50 
39.88 
47.50 
41.94 
47.30 
33.01 
.12.30 
38.02 
36.62 
34.09 
3] .88 
39.15 
33.90 
47.03 
39.88 

2.55x 
5.30x 

31.03x 
3.19x 
2.77x 
1.49x 
4.40x 
2.46x 
I.37x 
3.00x 
3.84x 
2.44x 
3.54x 
3.33x 

581.90x 
16.35x 

# Soot Stg. 1 
107792 

14180 
33866 

9192 
13799 

707 
9223 

65161 
2395 

13G77 
5980 
5690 

13453 
557 

2:3 
295595 

Total 
Imprv # Tighter 

,s.44x 1061 
5.45x 165 

78.43x 177 
4.32x 45 
4.22x 386 
2.82x 70 
4.72x 198 
5.E:i5x 190 
3.21x 6 
G.05x 131 
4.78x 170 
4..'"ilx 78 
5.80x 26·1 
G.14x tG 

500.'17x 0 
21.38x 2957 

# Soot St.g.	 2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
(J 

0 
0 

0 
0 
3 

Table 2: Performance comparison between both algorithms for typing of small integer variables 

The result.s lor set B are sho"."n iu Table 2. For each algorithm I record the execut.ion time of the small 
int.eger typing stage, aud also the proportion of the total type inference time tbis represent!'>. I then give 
relative improvement.s of my algorithm for small integer typing alone as well as complete type inference. I 
also count the number of tighter t)'pings found by my algorithm l though this number is not as meaningful 
as it may at first appear, since Gagnon's equivalent. of an eval function does not always provide the tightest 
type possible for expressions involving small integers. Finally 1 record the number of methods typed at 
each of the two stages of small integer typing in both algorithms. My stage 1 is the TYPEPROMOTION 
algorithm and my stage 2 is the slower JIMPLESMALLINTECERLoCALTYPEINFERENCE algorit.hrn that. 
is only used when the insertion of small integer casts are required. Soot also uses two stages for integer 
typing, but these are not comparable to mine. 

l'vly nrst table of results shows that both a.lgorithms spend a significant amount of execution time 
typing small integer variables. The Soot algorithm spends around 20% and my algorithm spends around 
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30%. These comparisons show a similar, but slightly lesser typical improvement of 2 to 4 times for the 
small integer typing stage alone. The overall improvement for the whole Jimple type inference algorithm 
b 4 to 5 times. 

Ftom the second table we notice that all methods are typable using type promotion for small integer 
types, and very few require inserting small integer casts. These are the Kawa and Scala benchmarks, 
which both cont.ain code not generated by a Java compiler. Indeed, one might expect code generated 
by a Java compiler to be typable without requiring cast insertion, unless it had undergone some kind of 
optimization or obfuscation. 

6 Related Work 

There has been a considerable amount of work on type inference for object-oriented languages, and it 
is still an active topic for research. In this section I summarize two closely related papers that present 
algorithms for the problem of local type inference in languages related to Java. 

6.1 Gagnon et ai. 

As stated in the introduction, my initial motivation for this work was t.o improve the performance of 
local type inference in the JH.\'(t bytecode to Jimple procedure of the Soot framework [7]. The original 
algorithm is due to Gagnon et al [2]. I have referenced Gagnon's work a number of times throughout 
this report, and it has indeed been an extremely useful analysis of the problem. It was, after all, the 
only type assignment algorithm ever implemented for Jimple. In my comparison below we will see that 
the core of each algorithm is substantially different, though I do employ several of Gagnon's ideas to 
support some unusual quirks of Jimple. 

First I compare the core of each algorit,hm, which I have presented in Section 2, This it) the algorithm 
for local type inference supporting multiple inheritance, but where each expression has a single least 
type, and a valid typing always exist.s. Here Gagnon's algorithm considers local variable Msignments 
a.nd uses together, and builds a directed constraint graph. Each node (.akes one of two forms: 

•	 har'd nodes represent specific Java types, and are written as t.he type name such as String or 
double; 

• soft nodes represent. the t.ype of a local variable a.nd are written as T(v) where v is a local variable. 

Edges in the constraint. graph represent subtyping constraints. So the edge a. t--- fJ means that under 
any valid typing node a will be a subtype of node b. The first part of the algorithm builds the complete 
con,')traint graph for all assignments and uses. For example, in the example snippet. below. line 2 adds 
the constraint String t--- T(x) o,nd linc 3 <1.dds T(x) +----- Object 

1 <untyped> x;
 
2 x = new String("Some String");
 

, '; i ~ 3 takesAnObject(x) ; ( . 

Having built. t.he constraiut graph it is next 'solved' by applying several rules, which are guaranteed 
to find a valid typing if it exits. However it is not guaranteed to be minimal. Gagnon's algorithm is 
clearly carefully designed and there did not seem t.o be much scope for improving t.heir ideas, thus I chose 
to begin again front an initial specific:at.ion of the problem. I managed to avoid constructing a potcntiall.y 
very large constraint graph, since I noticed that most methods could be typed ;by hand' without such n 
graph. 

6.2 Knoblock and Rehof 

Knoblock and Rehor 1:4] present an algorit.hm for local type inference (which they call type elaboration) 
on a language called Java. Intermediate Representation (JIR). JIR is very similar to Jimple in that it is 
also a statically typed, stack less representat,ion of Java bytecode. One difference is that JIR is alway~ 

in Single Static Assignment (SSA) form. This means that all variables are split, by flow 8TLalysis, to 
the extent that they are assigned at on(' and only one statement in t.hp. code. If the same variable CR.ll 
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be assig-ned at different. branches of a control flow block then the variable is stm split. In th~~se Cflses a 
special .p function may be used after the block t·o select whichever value was assigned. Jimple undergoes 
similar variable splitting but not to the extent. of reaching SSA form. Jimple a.llows each variable to 
be assigned more than once in different branches of control flow statements, so avoiding the need for 
.p functions. There are some methods t.hat are unt.ypable in Jimple but would be typable having being 
convert·ed to SSA form such as the untypableA example in Figure 4. My algorit.hm handles this by 
applying tbe stage A transformation discussed in 4.1, which is based on the ideas of Gagnon et al. [2]. 

Knoblock and Rehof's a.lgorit.hm requires that the type hierarchy form a lattice, sO each pair of types 
has a unique least-upper.bound and grefl.test-lower-bound. As I demonstrated in Section 3 the Java 
type hierarchy does not form a lattice, which is why I generalized ApPLYASSIGNMENTCONSTRAINTS 

to support t.he Java hierarchy. Inst.ead Knoblock and Rehol' choose to insert additional types where 
required. This may be accept.able for optimization purposes, as long as the environment allows the 
program to be changed as a whole. But many analysis and decompilation applications will require the 
program maintain its original type hierarchy, in which case Knoblock and Rehof's algorithm would be 
unusable. 

It is difficult to compare the performance of my algorithm with theirs. Their experiments show typical 
linear complexity, as do mine in Figure 9. They do not make avo.ilable their implementation so I cannot 
perform rigorous comparisons. It is worth noting that my experiments are somewhat more extensive. I 
test more than ten times as many methods and my experiments include benchmarks generated from a 
range of different source code languages. They only test benchmarks compiled from Java source. 

7 Conclusions 

I have successfully developed a novel local type inference algorithm from an initial specification of the 
problem. I first provide an intuitive derivation of the algorithm and then offer a formal proof of correct
ness. I go on to offer generalizations to the algorithm, supporting more language features, and finally 
achieve local type inference in Jimple. 

I have carried out careful experimental evaluation to compare the performance of my algorithm to 
that of Gagnon et al. [2], which is the only implemented alternative for local type inference in Jim
pIe. Experiments showed a typical 4-fold to 5-fold execution time improvement across a wide range oj 
benchmarks, and a much greater increase where very large methods exist., Experiments were not con
fined t.o code compiled from Java, and include code compiled from very different languages like Scala 
and Scheme. ~Iy algorit.hm is proven to always give a tightest possible typing. Experiments show that 
Gagnon's algorithm rarely but sometimes gives suboptimal typings. 

The theoretical worst case complexity of my algorithm is exponential: whereas Gagnon's algorithm 
iB polynomiaL But. experiments of execution time against method length show a typically linear trend 
whereas Gagnon's show a cubic: trend. My algorithm is very much opt.imized for type hierarchies in which 
most pairs of types have a single least-common-ancestor, which probably includes most .Java b.Vt.<:'cude 
in existence today. Of course if a language appeared that made much gTeater use of mult.iple inheritance 
then my algorithm may not be appropriate. But as a practical 'workhorse' implementation I believe 
this is seriously worthy of consideration. And this b supported by t,he decision of the Soot framework's 
Infdntainers to replace their existing type inference algorit.hm with mine. 

7.1 Future Work 

The greatest scope for future work is ext.ending t.he application of my algorithm from local t.ype inference 
to global type inference. This involves inferring types for method signatures and public fields as well as 

local variables. The global type inference problem is currently an area of active research, most of which 
builds upon the work of Palsberg and Schwartzbach [6]. One could begin by treating method parameter!), 
return v,dues and fields In the same way a" local variables, and then using my algorithm Oil t.he program 
as a whole. 
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7.2 Personal Report 

Overall 1 am pleased wit.h the outcome of t.his projed, especially that OOPSLA thought. t.he work worthy 
of a conference paper. I believe there is no doubt it. .':101 yes the problem t.hat I begrl.O with: to 'speed up 
local type inference in Jimple'. 

My main difficulty was the lack of a formal specification of the Jimple language. I was forced 
to examine the Soot source code t,o deduce the typing rules. Particularly useful was the code for the 
original type assigner that is used in byt.ecocle to limple translation, and the Jimple to bytecode compiler 
(soot. j imple. JasminClass. java.). 

Haviug completed this project I uow have a much better understanding of the formal t,ype systems in 
object-oriented programming languages. I have learned techniques for adapting an intuitive derivation 
of an algorithm into a formal description, and then proving correctness. I have learned how to carry out 
experiments with the rigor required for serious research. And, perhaps most importantly, I have learned 
how to plan and write a research paper as part of a small group. 
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rt is	 the Snn Java 1.5 runtime library. The main interest of this benchmark is it.s size (108K methods), 
and the fact that it exercises many features of the Java language. 

tools is the SUll JDK 1.5 tools library including javac. Again this benchmark is chosen because it is an 
interesting piece of Java, albeit of modest size (14K methods.) 

abc-complete is version 1.2.1 of the AspectDench Compiler for the AspectJ programming language 
including Soot and Polyglot. This is interesting a" a benchmark because it contains many large, 
generated methods. 

jython is version 2.2.1 of Jython: a Python implementation written in Ja,va. This is chosen a.., a mid-sized 
example of t.ypical Java code. 

groovy is version 1.3.4 of the compiler for the Groovy programming language. Again this is written in 
Java and provides another benchmark containing typical Java code. 

gant is version 1.1.1 of the Gant build system, similar to Ant but compiled to bytecode by Groovy 
instead of ja'uae, This is an important experiment because the algorithm is designed to handle all 
valid bytecode, not just bytecode generated from Java source 

kawa is version 1.9.1 of the Kawa compiler for the Scheme programming language. Here part of the jar 
is bootstrapped, again giving bytecode sequences that would not normally occur as the output of 
Javac. 

scala is version 2.7.0 of the Scala compiler and runtime library, both of which are written in Scala, and 
compiled by the Scala compiler (again, instead of javac). 

cso is a concurrency librar)', loosely inspired by the CSP calculus, written hy Bernard Sufrin in Scala. 
This benchmark is also compiled by Scala instead of javae. 

jigsaw is version 2.2,6 of the \V3C's Jigsaw web server implementation, and this is included as a typical 
web application writt.en in Java. 

jedit is version 1.4pre13 of the jEdit text editor: an example 01" an interactive application wrilten in 
Java. 

bluej is version 2.2.1 ofthe BlueJ IDE for the Java programming language, again chason as n,n interactive 
applicatiou. 

java3d is version 1.5.1 of the Java 3D API. As we shall see later in this paper, (numerical) primitive 
types can pose a challenge for t.vpe inference algorithms on Java bytecode, and this is a potential 
example of that phenomenon. 

jgf is version 2.0 01 the Java Grande Forum Sequentia.l Benchmark Suite, again chosen for its use 01 
primitive t}'pe operations. 

havoc is a contrived example of Java bytecode which takes unusually long for the JVM to verify, in lact 
it \vas designed 11] to be a denial-of-service attack on the Java bytecode verifier. 

Figure 7: Experiment Benchmark Descriptions 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the two algorithms: ruutime against met.hod size; cube-root plot 
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Abstract 
Inference of static types for local variables in Java bytecode 
is the firsl step of any serious tool that manipulates byteeode. 
be il for decompilation, tnmsfonnation or analysis. It is 
importan~ therefore, to perform that step as accurately and 
efficiently as possible. Previous work has sought to give 
solutions with good worst-<:ase complexily. 

We presenl a novel algorithm, which is optimised for the 
common case rather than worst-<:ase performance. It works 
by first finding a set of minimal typings that are valid for 
all assignments. and then cbecking whether these minimal 
typings satisfy all uses. Unlile previous algorithms. il does 
not explicitly build a data Struclure of type constraints. and il 
is easy to implement efficiently. We prove that the algorithm 
produces a typing thaI is both sound (obeying the rules of 
the language) and as tighl as possible. 

We then go on to presenl extensive experiments, compar
ing the results of the new algorithm againsl the previously 
besl known method. The experiments include byteeode that 
is generated in other ways than compilation of Java source. 
The new algorithm is always faster, typically by a factor 6, 
but on some real benchmarks the gain is as high as a factor of 
92. Furthennore. whereas that previous method is sometimes 
suboptimal. our algorithm always returns a tightest possible 
type. 

We also discuss in detail how we handle primitive types. 
which is a difficult issue due to the discrepancy in their 
treatmenl between Java bytecode and Java source. For the 
application to decompilation. however, il is very important 
to handle this cometly. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 0.3.4 [Programming 
Languages]: Processors---{;ompilers 

General Terms Experimentation. Languages. Performance 

Keywords type inference. program analysis 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We discuss local type inference: the problem of inferring 
static types for local variables in an object-Qriented lan
guage. We assume the types of method signatures and fields 
are given bultype information for local variables is unavail
able; this is precisely the case with Java byteeode, in which 
method calls are fully resolved and fields are typed but lo
cal variables have been "compiled away" into stack code. 
We then wish to compute types for local variables that are 
as tighl as possible. in the sense thaI they are as low in the 
inheritance hierarchy as the typing rules allow. 

Moti.aIion The motivating application is the conversion of 
Java byteeode to a typed 3-address intermediate representa
tion for analysis, tnmsfonnation and decompilation [8, I5J. 
At first it might seem trivial to infer types for locals from 
byteeode, bUI this is nol so because in byteeode. stack loca
tions are given types depending on the control flow. By con
lras~ we wish to infer static types that are not flow-sensitive. 
Gagnon et al. [8] investigated this problem in depth. and pre
sented an algorithm that has good worst-<:ase complexity, 
which is al the heart of the popular SOOI framework [26]. In 
certain cases. however. thaI algorithm performs quite badly. 
For example. when processing the abc compiler [1] with it
self. 98% of the time is spenl inferring types. 

Another application is the use of this algorithm in general 
type inference for objecl-Qriented languages. This is a harder 
problem than the one we are concerned with here, as the aim 
is to infer all types. including those of methods. There exists 
a vaslliteralure on the subject. going back alleasllo Suzuki's 
paper on type inference for Small talk [25). The key advance 
was the framework of Palsberg and Schwanzbach [201. on 
which most later works are based. That framework uses in
traprocedural type inference. the problem considered here. 
as a subroutine. Consequently, an improvement to that sim
pler problem will also benefit more general type inference. 

A third application is in language design. Popular lan
guages like Visual Basic 9 allow a very limited form of type 
inference for local variables, but only by inferring the type 
of the initialising expression. A lnIly efficient algorithm for 
the problem addressed here would make it possible 10 relax 
that restriction. giving the lightest possible type ifone exists, 
and clear error messages when the type is ambiguous. 



Co"tributio"s We shall present a novel algorithm for local 
type inference, which is based on the following observation. 
Write rl "0 12 to indicate that 11 is a subtype of 12. State
ments induce constraints on the type of local variables. In 
particular, an assignment v = E induces the constraint 

Ie] "0 [v] 

where [el is the type of the expression e and [v] is the 
type of the local variable v. In words, assignmenls induce 
lowerbounds on the types of variables. All other uses induce 
upperbounds of the form 

[v] "0 

for local variable v and some fixed type I. Therefore, to find 
minimal types for variables, it suffices to first process only 
assignments, and to find a minimal solutJon for those. Then, 
in a second slage, the algorithm checks whether the minimal 
solution satisfies all the other constraints. Note that ifa valid 
typing exisls, the minimal solutioo found in the first slage is 
such a typing. 

The above observation opens the door towards a much 
simpler algorithm than those that have been considered be
fore. Apart from being simpler to implement, it is also vastly 
more efficient, dealing very well with common cases. For 
example, when we substitute our new algorithm for the one 
of [8], we see a 92-fold improvement in execution time of 
abc processing ils own bytecode. On other benchmarks the 
gain is even greater, up to a factor of 575. Not only is the 
new algorithm faster in practice, it also guarantees a tightest 
possible result, whereas the algorithm of [8) does not. 

The contributions of this paper are: 

• a novel, fast algorithm for local type inference; 

• a proof of its soundness and optimality; 

• a careful discussion of implementation decisions; 

• extensive experiments demonstrating its perfonnance. 

Overview The structure of this paper is as follows. First, 
in Section 2, we discuss the algorithm in abstract form, and 
we prove its correctness. The proof that the least fixpoint is 
a sound solution of the constraints induced by assignment 
statements is of particular interest. Next, in Section 3. we 
discuss a number of implementation decisions, and we report 
perfonnance experiments for type inference in Section 4, us
ing the type hierarehy employed in Java bytecode. That hier
archy is different from the Java source type hierarchy in the 
way primitive types are treated, and this issue is investigated 
in Section 5. We then proceed to present a further experi
mental evaluation of such source type inference in Section 
6. As we have already mentioned, there exists a vast body of 
literature on type inference and its variations. and we review 
the most pertinent previous works in Section 7. We conclude 
in Section 8, and we point out opportunities for further work. 

2. TYPE INFERENCE ALGORITHM 
The key idea of the inference algorithm is to proceed in 
two phases. In the first phase, we only consider assignments 
where the left-hand side is a local variable, and we compute 
a minimal type for each local variable by a simple fixpoint 
iteration. The second phase then only consisls of checking 
the solution. 

We first present the algorithm making the assumption 
that types form a lattice. That assumption is not satisfied 
for types in Java, so we show how to take the partial order 
of Java type conversions and construct a lattice of typings. 
That construction in terms of so-<:a1led 'upwards-<:losed sets' 
(which is standard) shows the algorithm is correct, but it 
would be expensive to implement in practice. We go on, 
therefore, to consider the represenlation of upwards-closed 
sets by small sels of representative elements. 

2.1 Lattice algorithm 

Let (T, "0) be the lattice of types. For now we shall not 
define the notion of types further, leaving a more delailed 
discussion till we consider Java types. A sample type lattice 
is shown below: 

___________. ....
....0
 

b 
'---../d
 

Figure 1. A type lattice 

A typing" : V ~ T is a fini.e map from variables 
to types. The set of all typings is itself a lattice, with the 
poinrwise order, given by 

0"1 "00"2 := 'Iv: "I(V) "0 "2(V) 

The type evaluation mapping eval : « V ~ T) x E) ~ T 
evaluates an expression with a given typing, to yield the type 
of the whole expression. We require that the type system of 
the programming language is such that evaJ is monotonic: 

0"1 ~ 0"2 implies eval(O"I,e) ~ eval("2, e) (1) 

Again, we do not specify eval further at this point, but we 
shall discuss it in more detail in the next subsection, when 
we relate i.1O the Java type system. 



A typing rr is said to be valid for an assignment instruc
tion a of the form v := e whenever 

eval(rr, e) $ rr(v) 

A typing rr is said to be assignment-valid if it is valid for all 
assignment instructions a in the program. 

A use of a variable v is a pair (v, I) which models the 
situation where v is used in a position where a variable of 
type I is expected. A typing rr is said to be valid for a use 
(v, I) whenever 

A typing rr is said to be use-valid if it is valid for all uses in 
the program. 

A typing rr is valid if it is both assignment-valid and 
use-valid. Our aim is to construct a smallest valid typing. 
We shall do that by constructing a smallest assignment-valid 
typing 1T, and then checking that that 1T is also use-valid. If 
it is, then 1T is the smallest valid typing. Conversely, suppose 
that1T' is a smallest valid typing. Then 1T' $ 1T and (because 
1T is the smallest assignment-valid typing) 1T $ 1T'. 

uast fixpoint To compute the smallest assignment-valid 
typing, define 

f(rr) (v) = V{ eval(rr,e) I(v:= e) E P} (2) 

In words, we lake the least upperbound of eval(rr, e) over all 
assignments v := e in the program. 

We claim that (J is a prefix point off if and only if (J is 
assignment valid. The proof is a simple calculation: 

f(rr) '" rr 
(pointwise order on typings (lJ) 

'Iv :f(J)(v) $ rr(v) 

{dcfinition off (2)} 

'Iv: V{ eVal(rr,e) I (v:= e) E P} $ rr(v) 

{least upperbound} 

'Iv: V(v:= e) E P; eval(rr,e) $ (J(v) 

{since every variable is assigned} 

V(v := e) E P: eval(J, e) $ rr(v) 

The smallest assignment-valid typing exists by virtue of the 
fact thatf is monotonic, and so it has a least fixpoint by the 
Knaster-Tarski theorem [14]. 

In conclusion, we can compute the smallest assignment
valid typing by computing a least fixpoint off. In doing so, 
it would obviously be beneficial to track dependencies be
tween variables, and keep a workJist of assignments that may 
need to be revisited upon each iteration. We shall discuss 
those and related issues later in Section 3. It is worthwhile to 
note, however, how at this abstract level our type algorithm 
is disarmingly simple. 

2.2 Completing the partial order or typings 

Write 11 <: 12 to indicate that a Java type 11 can be converted 
to Java type 12. A full specification of this partial order can 
be found in the Java Language Specification [9]. The above 
algorithm is cute, but at first sight it may appear useless in 
the context of Java, because the partial order <: does not 
have least upperbounds. One reason for the absence of least 
upperbounds is multiple inheritance via interfaces in Java: 
two classes A and B may implement the same two interfaces 
I and J. 

(objec0 
,..../ •..•..•.... 

Figore 2. Partial type hierarchy with interfaces 

Because there are no least upperbounds for Java types, 
that are no least upperbounds for typings either. Now one 
might think a suitable solution is to work with sets of types 
(as in e.g. [20]) but that would defeat the purpose of our 
inference algorithm: we want to find a typing that is correct 
according to the rules of Java. To illustrate, consider the 
situation above with class A and B that may implement the 
same two interfaces I and J, and take the program fragment 

x = newAO;y = newBO;x = y;y = x; 

Working with sets, the conclusion would be that both x and y 
are assigned type {I, J}. In terms of Java typings, we would 
however have to choose either type I for both x and y, or type 
J, but I for x and J for y is not al1owed. We need to track such 
dependencies during type inference. 

For that reason we shall work with sets of typings, or 
more precisely upward-closed sets of typings. A set of typ
ings E is said to be upward-closed when 

(j E ~ 1\ (j ~ (j' implies (j' E ~ 

Upward-closed sets of typings are ordered by 

E$E' '" E'<;;E (3) 

The minimal elements of a set are those that have no 
predecessors. Formally, we have (J E mnI(E) when for all 
(J', the following equivalence holds: 

(J' E E A (J' $ rr '" (J' = (J (4) 

It is easy to check that for upwards-closed E and E', we have 

E<;; E' '" mnI(E) <;; E' (5) 

In words, to check that E is included in E', we only need to 

consider the minimal elements of E, as by virtue of upward
closure, all the other elements of E are then also in E'. 



Our aim is now to define a generalisation of the mapping 
f in the previous section (2), which we used to compute 
the minimal assignment-valid typing. Instead, we shall be 
computing a least set of minimal assignment-valid typings. 
That set will be least in the $ order, so it is greatest in the 
~ order, and therefore all assignment-valid typings will be 
represented in the result. 

For brevity, define the following predicate on pairs (u, u') 
of typings: 

slep(u, u') = \I(v:= e) E P: eval(u, e) $ u'(v) 

It is easy to see thatslep(u, u) is a restatement of assignment
validity ofu. Now define a mapping F on upward-elosed sets 
of typings as follows: 

F(1:) = {u' 13u E 1: : slep(u, a') A a $ a'} (6) 

Note that the result is indeed upward-closed. It is worthwhile 
to compare this definition of F to that of the mapping f in 
the previous section: it is a natural generalisation for the 
situation where least upperbounds need not exist. 

We now claim that to compute the least (in $) set of 
minimal assignment-valid typings, all we need to do is to 
take the least fixpoint of F; the minimal elements of that least 
fixpoint are the desired typings. To prove that. we reason as 
follows: 

F(1:) $ 1:
 

{definition of $ (3)}
 

1: ~ F(1:) 

{inclusion of upward-closed sets (5)} 

mal(1:) ~ F(1:) 

{definition of F (6)} 

\lu' E maI(1:) : 3u E 1:: Slep(u,u') A u $ u' 

{definition of minimal (4)} 

\lu' E mal(1:) : Slep(u', u') 

We conclude that a simple generalisation of our original 
algorithm suffices to find the set of all assignment-valid 
typings. 

2.3 Representing upwards-closed sets 

In practice, representing eaeh upwards-elosed set of typings 
expliciUy is prohibitively expensive - consider the fact that 
the computation of a least fixpoint will start with the bottom 
upwards-closed set of typings, which by definition contains 
all possible typings. 

A seemingly obvious solution is to represent each upwards
closed set only by its minimal elements. While that is cer
tainly an improvement over keeping all elements, we have 
found that the requirement that the results be minimal at 
every step imposes an unduly large penalty in tenns of com
parisons. We want to keep the sets small throughout the al
gorithm execution. certainly. but there is no harm in having 
a few non-minimal elements. 

To make this intuition precise, we define a new preorder 
(a reftexive and transitive relation) on arbitrary (not neces
sarily upwards-closed) sets of typings: 

1: =' 1:' '" up(1:) $ up(1:') (7) 

where up(L'.) = {a' 13u E L'. : u $ u' }. That is, =' mimics 
our partial order $ on upwards-closed sets of typings, by just 
working with sets of representative elements. We can in fact 
implement the test for =' without the expensive eomputation 
of upwards-closed sets, for we have 

1: =' 1:' '" \lu' E 1:' : 3u E 1: : u $ u' (8) 

In words, for every typing in 1:', there exists a smaller repre
sentative in 1: (ef. Figure 3). This preorder is very eommon 
in programming language semantics and program analysis, 
in particular since it is the order in the Smyth powerdo
main [23]. 

Figure 3. Order on sets of typings: 1: =' 1:' 

Now say that two sets 1: and 1:' are equivalent if each is 
at least as large as the other: 

(9) 

Equivalent sets represent the same upwards-closed set (by 
equivalence (7)), so via (8) we now have an effective test 
for equality of upwards-dosed sets, still just working with 
representative elements. As a special case. note that any set 
is equivalent to its minimal elements: 

1: "" mal(1:) (10) 

Our aim, therefore, is to implement the above abstraet al
gorithm by keeping a set of typings 1:' that is equivalent to 
the set 1: the abstract algorithm would have eomputed in the 
same step. 

First we note that by monotonicity of F on ~. we have 
that F is monotonic on j also, and therefore F preserves 
equivalence of sets of typings. Furthermore, 

F(1:) 

{definition of F (6)} 

U.E,,{u' Islep(u, u') A u $ u'} 



{union preserves "'Iuivalence, (l0)} 

U.EEmnI({a'lstep(a,a') II a:S; a'}) 

In words, this shows that we can implement F by selecting 
minimal typings after doing one pass over all assignment 
statements with a given typing, making any updates to the 
typing as necessary. It remains to show how one eould im
plement the operation 

next(a) = mnI({a'lstep(a,a')lIa:S;a'}) 

Clearly a' should map each variable to a minimal type satis
fying the indicated predicate. Therefore, define a new func
tion lea on sets of Java types, such that lea(S) contains pre
cisely the least common ancestors (i.e. supertypes) of the 
types in S. To illustrate, with the hierarchy displayed in Fig
ure I, we have lea({C,D}) = {I,J}. With the definition of 
lea in hand, obviously we have 

next(a) = {a' I\Iv: a'(v) E lea({a(e) I (v:= e) E P})} 

In summary, we have shown that when E '" E', 

F(E) '" F' (E') (II) 

where prE') = {a' 13a E E' : a' E next(a) }. Writing 
Ifp(c:::, </J) for the operator that returns a least fixpoint of </J in 
preorder [;;, we conclude that 

mnI(lfp(:S;, F)) = mnI(lfp(::, F')) (12) 

This shows how to implement our abstract algorithm on 
sets of representative elements, avoiding bol:h l:he expensive 
construction of upwards-closed sets of typings, and also 
avoiding the need to reduce to minimal elements every time 
the union operator is applied. 

2.4 Second Phase 

We have now seen how to infer a minimal set of assignment
valid typings E for a method. However. we are interested in 
inferring valid types, i.e. they should be both assignment
valid and use-valid. 

Suppose the method is typable (i.e. there exists some 
valid typing), and let 1r be a minimal valid typing. By defi
nition 1r is assignment-valid, and so C7 S 1r for some a E E, 
since all minimal assignment-valid typings are in E. But 
since variable uses induce upper bounds on types. if 1r is 
use-valid then any smaller typing is also use-valid, and so a 
is valid. By minimality of 1r, 1r :s; IT which implies 1r = IT. 

and we have shown that all minimal valid typings are con
tained in E. 

Therefore, the second phase of our algorithm goes through 
E, discarding each element that is not also use-valid. If after 
this pruning E contains only one type assignmen~ then this 
is the optimal valid typing. IfE has several elements, then all 
of them are minimal, and we pick one non-deterministically. 
If E is empty, then there exists no valid typing, and the algl>
rithm fails. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 
The previous section presented our type inference algorithm 
at a high level of abstraction, and provided proofs of hoth 
soundness and optimality - that is, we know that any in
ferred types follow the typing rules and, moreover, are as 
tight as possible. 

In practice, some Care needs to be taken to ensure an im
plementation remains efficient. In particular, as is usual in 
such cases, our fixpoint iteration makes ~e of a worklist, so 
lhat iterations only revisit lhose statements lhat may influ
ence lhe result. 

3.1 Fixpoint Iteration with a Worklist 

As in Section 2, for simplicity we will first assume that the 
type hierarchy is a lattice (that is, we do not account for 
multiple inheritance), and later generalise this to the full 
language. 

As shown in Section 2.1, in the simpler case we need only 
consider a single typing that is repeatedly refined, rather than 
sets of typings. The data structure we use for the worklist is 
a queued sel - it contains no duplicates, and elements can 
be taken out in the order in which they were put in. The al
gorithm would be "'Iually correct with other representations 
of the worklist, like sets (with non-<1eterministic order of re
trieval) or lists (which may contain duplicates), but a queued 
set leads to less work overall, as variables tend to be assigned 
textually before they are used (there may be exceptions, due 
to jumps). 

We will also need information about dependencies be
tween variables. Informally, the type of a variable v, depends 
(or, rather, may depend) on the type of V2 if V2 occurs on the 
right-hand side of some assignment to v,. We construct a 
map depends such that depends(v) is a set containing all 
assignments to some local with von the right-hand side. 

Given that, OUT implementation proceeds as shown in 
Algorithm I. 

Algorithm 1 Type inference algorithm for a type lattice 

I for evel)' local variable v do 
z La(v)+-~; 

J wack/ist +- set of all assignments to local variables;
 
4 while wacklist is not empty do
 
s (v:= e) <- hea.d(wacklist);
 
• wacklist +- tail(wacklist); 
7 I+-Iea(a(v),eval(a,e)); 
8 if1i'IT(v)then 

• la(V)+-I; 
10 worklist +- worklist * depends(v); 

II return £1; 

In words, we startolfwith the bottom typing (Lines I and 
2). Next, we iterate over the assignments to local variables. 
For each assignment v := e, the typing is updated (on 



, class CA { void f 0 {} } 
, class CB { void gO {} } 

, void method () (
 
<unlyped> x;
 

, iC( ... ) { 
x;	 Dew CAO; x.fO; 

} else ( 
x;	 new CB(); x.g(); 

w	 } 
"	 x. toString () 

" } 
Figure 4, A method with no valid type for x 

of (J' accordingly (Line 15). Finally, we add (J' to the set of 
candidate typings (Line 16). 

From this description, it becomes evident that our algo
rithm bas a potential source of severe inefficiency, namely 
the iteration in Lines 10 to 16, which could multiply the size 
of the set of candidates each time it is executed. As we shall 
see shortly through a series of experiments, that does not 
happen in practice because it is very rare for lea to return 
non-singleton results. 

3.2	 Arrays 

So far we have only considered assignment statements of the 
form v := e where v is a local variable. There is also another 
case that must be handled in order to generate assignment
valid typings for Java: assignments to array references. In 
Jimple all array references take the form vii] where v is a lo
cal variable, so we need to eonsider assignments statements 
of the form vii] := e. The required modifications to Algo
rithms 2 and 3 are minor: in the case of such assignments 
we use t <-lea(a(v),eval(O",e)[J). Notice the [] notation, 
indicating that we take the lea with the array type whose el
emeDlS are of the type of the expression e. If e has an array 
type already then we are taking the lea with a multidimen
sional array type. 

3,3	 Type Inference Cor Arbitrary Bytecode 

The above algorithm infers a set of minimal typings, which 
(by the proofwe presented earlier in Section 2) are assignment
valid. There is no guarantee, however, that the checking 
phase (Section 2.4) is then going to succeed, even for Java 
bytecode that is veritiable. 

Let us consider the reasons why no valid typing might 
exist. The problem stems from the fact that the bytecode 
verifier does a simple flow analysis to estimate the type of 
stack locations at each program point; in particular, each 
slack location can have different types at different points, 
while we are concerned with inferring a single type for each 
variable that is valid throughout the method. Consider the 
code snippet in Figure 4 (this example is due to Gagnon el 
al.IS]). As far as the bytccodc veriticr is conccmed, on line 7 
x has type CA, and on line 9 it has type CB, while outside 

7 

10 

II 

12 

IJ 

I' 
10 

" 

Line 7) to the least common ancestor (in lattice terms, the 
least upperbound) of the type 0"( v) and the type of the right
hand side under 0", that is eval(O",e). Should this induce a 
change in 0" (Line 8), all the assignments that depend on v 

are queued for consideration in a later iteration (Lines 9 and 
10). It is evident that the above computes the same result 
as the abstract algorithm in Section 2.1, as taking the least 
commOn supertype of a sel of types is the same as taking the 
pairwise least common supertype of elements of that set. 

To extend this algorithm to the general case, we need to 
consider sels of typings, each with an associated worklist, 
and the fixpoint we are computing will he such a set of 
typings. Write worl<list (0") for the worklist of the typing 0". 

Note that we will represent upwards-closed sets of typings 
by their minimal elements, as shown in Section 2.3. 

Algorithm 2 General type inference algorithm 

1 Cor every local variable v do
 
2 LO"(v) <- 1-;
 

JE.-{O"};
 

• work/ist(O") <- set of all assignments to local 
variables; 

• while for some 0" E E, work/ist(O") i 0do 
•	 Pick 0" E E where worklist(O") i 0; 

E<-E\{O"}; 
•	 (v:= e) <- head(worklist(O")); 
•	 worklist(O") <- tail(worklist(O")); 

Cor each t in lea(O"( v), eval(O", e)) do 
ift = O"(v) then
 
L E <- Eu {O"};
 

l

else
 

0"' <- O"[v f--> tl;
 
worklist( 0"') <

worklist(O") -++- depend.(v):
 
E <- E U {O"'};
 

17 return E; 

We proceed as shown in Algorithm 2, which il is worth
while to examine in some detail. Again, we start with the 
bottom typing (Lines I and 2), and put that in our set of 
candidate typings (Line 3). The worklist for E initially con
sists of all assignment statements (Line 4). The iteration now 
continues as long as there exists SOffie non-empty worklist. 
LeI us now look at the way iteration steps are performed a 
bit more closely. We pick a typing 0" that has a non-empty 
worklist (Lines 6 and 7), and an assignment v := e from 
that worklisl (Lines 8 and 9). Then for each type t in the set 
of least common ancestors of O"(v) and eval(O", e), we check 
whether (J needs to be updated (Line II). If not, we just add 
(J to our current set of candidate typings (Line 12). On the 
other hand, if an update is required, we create a new version 
0"' of 0" that maps v to t (Line 14), and expand the worklisl 



the if statement it has type Object. However, none of these 
types work throughout the whole method. 

To deal with such a case, we transform the method body 
into an equivalent form for which a valid typing exists. 

Of course such transfonnations are undesirable, and so 
we only apply them if the type inference algorithm finds 
no valid typing. Following [81, we have two transfonnation 
stages after the first type inference stage. The first is a panic
ular variable-splitting transformation at object creation sites 
that allows inferring types in some previously problematic 
cases at the cost of introducing more Jimple variables. In
deed, our experiments confirm the conjecture first voiced by 
Gagnon et al. stating that in the vast majority of practical 
cases this stage is suffident to infer types; more details are 
given in Section 6. 

Still, there are certain cases (e.g. Figure 4) which remain 
untypable. The third stage, therefore, starts with assignment
valid typings and introduces casts to make them use-valid. 
In the presence of several possibilities. the one that requires 
fewest casts is deemed preferable. 

Now, if it is the case that an assignment-valid typing 
exists, then the above two additional transformation steps 
are guaranteed to find some validly typed solution - at least 
validly typed according to the type conversions allowed by 
Java byteeode. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
Algorithm 2 for local type inference was implemented as 
pan of the bytecode to Jimple pass of the Soot optimisation 
and decompilation framework [26J. For this first set of ex
periments we used the augmented value set hierarchy intro
duced in Section 5, as opposed to the Java source type hierar
chy. In panicular implicit conversions are allowed between 
all integer types (boolean, int. byte, short and char). 
This is in fact not the case in the original Soot implementa
tion of [8], and in Section 5 we show how to fix that 

In the experiments, we chose a wide variety of bench
marks, totalling over 295K methods. A list of all our beneh
marks is shown in Figure 5. 

For each experiment, the bytecode to Jimple feature of 
Soot was executed on each bytecode class file in the bench
mark. Table I presents the total time spent inferring types 
under our implementation of Algorithm 2 and, for compar
ison, under the original Soot algorithm of Gagnon et al. 
The separate integer typing stage of the original Soot al
gorithm was carefully disabled. Our implementation is, in 
fact, doing slightly more work (in finding an assignment
valid integer typing under the augmented value set hierar
chy discussed later in Section 5) than necessary to provide 
a precise comparison. Each experiment was run on the same 
quad-core Intel Xeon 3.2GHz machine with 4GB RAM run
ning Linux 2.6.8 SMP. Each benchmark was tested 5 times 
independently, and the middle 3 results (selected indepen
dently between the two algorithms compared) were aver

aged. From these two times we determine the relative im
provement. Also recorded are the number of methods tested 
in each benchmark and the number of methods for which 
Algorithm 2 finds a tighter typing (it never gives a weaker 
typing). For each benchmark we present the mean number of 
minimal candidate typings generated by Algorithm 2, which 
is representative of the extent of multiple-inheritance. Fi
nally we show the the number of methods typed at each of 
the three stages of code transformations: 

Stage 1 A valid typing exists for the original method so no 
transformation is required. 

Stage 2 A variable-splitting transformation is used at object 
creation sites. 

Stage 3 The least number of safe casts are inserted where 
required. 

Note that the original Soot algorithm also uses the three
stage technique, and the sarne stage is always used in both 
algorithms. 

Algorithm 2 is typically around 6 times faster in the 
benchmarks tested, however two cases stand out where a 
dramatic improvement is found. On closer examination we 
notice that both abc-complete. jar and havoc. jar con
lain several huge (>9000 Jimple statements) methods. It is 
interesting, therefore, to measure the performance of the re
spective algorithms as a function of the size of the method 
bodies being processed. These results are plotted as Figure 6. 
Note that the vertical axis has a cube-root scale - as noted 
in [81, the asymptotic complexity of Soot's type inference 
algorithm is cubic, and the plot shows that this is indeed at
tained in practice. 

For clarity. the data points corresponding lo Algorithm 2 
are shown on their own in figure 7; the scale here is linear. 
It is easy to see that the overwhelming trend in the common 
case is linear; there are a few outliers (which are still low 
compared to the other algorithm), and they usually corre
spond to cases where multiple inheritance induced multiple 
candidate typings. 

Table I validates our earlier remark that multiple inheri
tance is extremely rare in real-world programs: the seventh 
column lists the mean number of minimal typings for each 
method, and in the vast majority of cases this is I. Note 
that typically it is non-javac sources (kawa, scala, C80) that 
show an abnormally high value, and indeed this seems cor
related with a comparatively lower relative improvement. 

The numbers also show that almost all methods can be 
typed by applying only stage I of the algorithm, and the ma
jority of methods requiring stage 2 stem from scala. In to
tal, in our benchmarks (which were chosen to present chal
lenges to a type inference algorithm) only 0.1 % of methods 
required the second stage, and 0.02% the thin!. 



rt is the Sun Java J.5 nmtime library. The main interest of this 
benchl1llllk is its size ([08K methods), and the fact thai it 
exercises many feawres of the Java language. 

toolo is the Sun JDK 1.5 tools libray including javac. Again 
we chose this benchmark. because it is an interesting piece 
of Java. albeit of modest size (14K methods.) 

abc-complete is vetllion 1.2.1 of the AspoctBench Compiler 
for the AspectJ programming language including Soot and 
Polyglot This is interesting as a benehmark because it con
tains many large. generated methods. 

jytbon is vetllion 2.2.1 of Jython, a Python implemenllllion 
written in Java. This is chosen as a mid-sized example of 
typical Java code. 

groovy is version 1.5.4 of the compiler for the Groovy pf().. 
gramming language. Again this is written in Java and pro
vides another benchmark. containing typical Java code. 

gant is version 1.1.1 of the GaD[ build system, similar to Ant 
but compiled to bytecode by Groovy instead ofjavac. This is 
an important experi ment because the algorithm is designed 
to handle all valid bytecode, not just bytecode generated 
from Java source. 

kava is version 1.9.1 of the Kawa compiler for the Scheme 
programming language. Here part of the jar is bootstrapped, 
again giving bytecode sequences thai: wouLd not normally 
occur as the output ofjavac. 

scala is version 2.7.0 of the Scala compiler and runtime li
brary, both of which are written in Scala. and compiled by 
the Scala compiler (again. instead ofjavac). 

coo is a concurrency library, loosely inspired bY the CSP cal
culus, written by Bernard Sufrin in Seal.. This benchl1llllk 
is also eompiled by Scala instead ofjav"". 

jigBav is version 2.2.6 oftbe W3C's Jigsaw web server imple
mentation, and this is included as a typieal web application 
written in Java. 

jedit is version 1.4prel3 of the jEdil text editor, an example 
of an interactive applieation written in Java. 

bluej is version 2.2.1 of the BlueJ IDE for the Java program
ming language, again chosen as an interactive application. 

java3d is version 1.5.1 of the Java 3D API. As we shall see 
later in this paper, (numerical) primitive types ean pose a 
challenge for type inference algorithms on Java bytecode, 
and this is a potential example of that phenomenon. 

jgf is version 2.0 of the Java Grande Forum Sequential Bench
mark. Suite. again chosen for its use of primitive type opera
tions. 

havoc is a contrived example of Java bytecode which takes un
usually long fortheJVM to verify [61, in fact it was designed 
to be a denial-of-service attack. on the Java byteeode verifier. 

Figure s. Benchmark descriptions 

Benchmark #Medlods Old TlDle (s) New TIme(s) Improvement #Tighler Mean#CDdls. #Stg. I # Stg. 2 # Stg. 3 
rt 107792 84.48 10.n 7.84x 39 1.00032 107681 77 34 
tools 14180 13.07 2.37 5.52. 5 1.00014 14160 17 3 
abc-complete 33866 480.28 4.37 109.88. 52 1.00027 33865 I 0 
jython 9192 6.67 1.25 5.35x 0 1.00000 9187 5 0 
groovy 13799 10.12 1.92 5.27x 7 1.00087 13778 4 17 
gant 707 1.75 0.44 4.0b 0 1.00000 702 3 2 
kawa 9226 7.70 1.58 4.88x 25 1.00618 9195 31 0 
scala 65161 37.66 5.36 7.03x 111 1.00453 64865 296 0 
eso Z395 2.20 0.51 4.34x 6 1.00167 2392 3 0 
jigsaw 13577 11.50 1.84 6.24x I 1.(10007 13571 6 0 
jedit 5980 5.74 1.09 5.26x 12 1.00318 5969 0 II 
bluej S690 5.37 0.98 5.48x 0 I.(XI053 S690 0 0 
java3d 13453 17.86 2.46 7.26x 5 1.00037 13453 0 0 
jgf 557 3.61 0.48 759x 0 1.00000 557 0 0 
havoc 23 198.53 0.46 428.17x 0 1.00000 23 0 0 
Total 295598 886.53 35.87 24.72x 1$ 295088 443 67 

Thble 1. Performance comparison between bolh a1gorilhms under Ihe augmented value sel hierarchy 

5.	 INFERRING JAVA SOURCE TYPES Ihe type system of Ihe Java soun:e language. 
In respect to integers. the legal widening conversions beSo far, we have operated on the assumption Ihat Ihe type 

tween primitive types in Java source (which are identical tosystem used is that of Java bytecode.1f the purpose is just to 
those in Jimple source) are rather different to Java bylccodehave a typed intennediate representation of bytecode, with 
(cf. Figure 8). The narrowing conversions allowed in JimpleIhe aim of analysis or optimisation. Ihat is just the right 
source are identical to Java source, with one essential excepchoice. However, the framework in which we are conducting 
tion: Jimple allows casts between boolean and any integerour experiments (Soot) has anolher purpose, namely decom
type, while Java does not allow boolean to be cast to or frompHation of bytecode to Java source. For that application, il 
any othcr type. In bytecode, all integer types of less than 4is desirable Ihal thc inferred types are correct wilh respecl to 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the two algorithms: runtime against method size; cube-root plot. 

bytes are represented as int, and the only difference is the 
range of values - they can be used interchangeably. The 
larger primitive types are separate, but there are instructions 
for converting between them (which at the limple and at the 
Java lcvellcvcllook like casts). 

The reason lhis causes problems is lhat it is possible to 
have verifiable byLecode without an assignment-valid typing 
with respect to the source type hierarchy. Consider the fol
lowing sequence of slatements, which is perfectly valid in 
bytecode: x = (a < b): , = 2:. The first slatement assigns a 
boolean to x, the second a value that cannot be a booleaD. and 
since neilher is a supertype of the olhee there is no typing 
that makes both assignments work. 

Integer type inference is further complicated by the fact 
Utat it is not clear how to define the eva] function with this 
hierarchy, as in , = 0:. the right-hand side could have the Figure 9. The augmented value set hierarchy 
types bootean, byte or cbar (or. of course, their supertypes). 
Thus, the fact that limple uses the source type hierarchy 

tualtypes (called value sel types) based on the value ranges (for the sake of decompilation) works against us here - it 
of integer constants: [0 .. 11, [0 .. 127] and [0 .. 32676J.would be much more convenient if we couJd simply infer lot 
These don't correspond to real source types, but allow us to whenever such an integer type is expected! 
defer the decision of whether, for example, the integer conTo address this issue. we consider an augmented type hi
stant 0 is a boolean, byte or cbar temporarily. We also make erarchy (called the value sel hier"",hy) for the integer types, 
the observation that the value set type [0 .. 11 actually coas shown in Figure 9. Essentially, we introduce three vir
incides with boolean, so we combine the two, ensuring that 
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booleans are assignable to other integer types. With the value 
set hierarchy, any value that can be assigned safely to a vari
able of type 1 can also always be assigned to any ancestor 
type of I. 

Thus, we can now give a procedure for inferring integer 
types: Generate the least typings that are assignment-valid 
under the value set hierarchy (such typings need not be 
assignment-valid in Jimple without inserting casts, but any 
such casts are guaranteed to preserve semantics since they 
move up in the value set hierarchy). Resultant typings may 
contain value set types which we must promote to concrete 
types and, again, insert casts where required under the source 
type hierarchy. This gives a valid Jimple typing. 

Algorithm 3 Type promotion algorithm 

Input: A typing a possibly containing value set types 
I ror each variable use (v, t) where a( v) <: int do,lir a( v) i t then no valid typing exists; rail; 
J ir a( v) is a value sellype then 

4 l a(v) +- the least t' ::: a( v) such that all 
ancestors of t' are comparable to t; 

s ror each local v where a(v) is a value sellype do 

• switch a( v) do 
7 a>se{D •• 1J 

• L art) +- boolean 

• case {D •• 127J 
10 La(v)+-byte 

11 case (D •• 32767J 
12 L a(v) +- cb... 

13 return a; 

Concretely. the first stage of type inference runs the algo
rithm described in Section 2 while lumping all small integer 
types together inlo int. As observed above, we could stop 
at this point if the purpose of type inference is optimisation, 
and hence bytccode lypes suffice. The second stage revis
its all variables typed as int, and applies the main algorithm 
in conjunction with the value set hierarchy (treating non-Int 
types as fixed). We then proceed to Iype promotion. as shown 
in Algorithm 3. 

We consider in tum each use of an integer-typed variable 
(lines 1-4); if it is incompatible with the current typing, 
then no valid typing can exists and the a1gorilbm fails. If 
the variable has a value set type, it is promoted to the least 
type such that all anceslors of thaI type are comparable to 
the use (and so can be converted, if necessary). For example, 
suppose we have a variable v typed as [0 .. 1]. If we find a 
use (v, boolean) then we type v as boolean. If we find a 
use (v. int) then we type v as [0 .. 127]. and if we find a 
use (v. byte) then we type vas byte. We can note from the 
augmented hierarchy chosen tha! Ihis step will never omil a 
potential concrete type from consideration. 

Some variables may still have value set types, so we pro
mote those to a suitable concrete Iype (lines 5-12) and thus 
obtain a valid typing. By 'suitable' we mean it can be veri

fied that this step will never introduce invalid assignments or 
uses, whatever the program or typing. 

If !be type promotion fails, !ben we roll back to the initial 
assignment-valid Iyping with value set types and proceed to 
the second stage of integer typing (cf. Algorithm 4). The 
idea is that each variable currently typed with a value set 
type actually needs to be typed with a concrete Java type, 
and so before checking uses we generate a set of candidates 
consisting ofevery valid combination of least concrete types. 
Applying use constraints may introduce casts, so we simply 
choose the candidate that requires fewest casts. A subtlety 
lies in the fact that each time we promote a value set type to 
a concrete type, we must re-apply Algorithm 2 to propagate 
assignment constraints (although we can restrict it to only 
integer-typed variables. and set the initial worklist to the 
dependencies of the promoted variable). 

It is clear that the set of candidates can grow exponen
tially in the number of integer-typed locals. Luckily, the 
type promotion algorithm (Algorilbm 3) suffices in almost 
all cases. If we were to drop the requirement for inserting 
the fewest casts, which is the approach taken by Gagnon 
el al. [8] in the second stage of their integer typing alga
rilbm, then this exponential-time algorithm could be reduced 
Lo simply applying a single pre-defined promotion to all 
value set types. A suitable such promotion would be the one 
used at the end of the type promotion algorithm: [0 .. 1] ~ 

boolean. [0 .. 127] ~ byte and [0 .. 32767] ~ short. 

Algorithm 4 Second stage integer typing 

Input: A typing a possibly containing value set types 
I candidates +- {a}; 
2 while Some (Y E candidates uses value set types do 
3 Remove a E candidates using a value set type; 
4 Pick v where a( v) is a value set type; 

• switch a(v) do 
• a>se{D .. 1J 
7 new +- {a[v ......boolean]. a[v ......hyte].l

a[v ......char]}; 

• case {D •• 127J 
• L new +- {a[v ......hyte].a[v ......ch...]}; 

10 a>se {D .. 32767J 
11 L new +- {a[n ......charl.a[v ......short]}; 

12 new +- the result of Algorithm 2 on new; 
13 candidates +- candidates U new; 

14 return candidates; 

Let us examine Algorithm 4 to some detail. We initialise 
the set of candidates to contain our assignment-valid typ
ing (line I), and then iterate until each candidate only uses 
concrete types. While there exists some typing a giving a 



value set type to v, we remove it from the set of candidates, 
and create new typings for each least concrete supertype of 
v (lines 3--11). Algorithm 2 is run on each typing contained 
in this way, potentially raising the types of other variables, 
and the results are added to the candidate set (lines 12-13). 

As mentioned above, the resulting set of candidates is 
then checked against uses, introducing casts as necessary, 
and the typing with fewest casts is returned. Note that such 
casts are usually acceptable, since they either move up the 
value set hierarchy (thus preserving values), or, if the casts 
are narrowing, then the semantics of the underlying bytecode 
must have been dubious to begin with. 

II is interesting to note the distinct similarities between 
this second stage algorithm and the handling of multiple 
inberitance in Algorithm 2. The reason we chose to separate 
it out was simply the dramatic increase of performance given 
in almost all cases by the type promotion algorithm. While 
multiple inheritance in reference types is relatively rare in 
practice, [0 .. 1] -valued integer constants are very common 
in bytecode - indeed, every conditional jump uses such a 
constant. The next section shows the performance cost of 
inferring precise integer types. 

6.	 EXPERIMENTS WITH SOURCE 
TYPES 

We repeated the experiments of Section 4 to determine the 
effect of integer type inference (under the Java source hier
archy) on the performance of the algorithm. Once again, this 
part of the algorithm is not strictly necessary if all we want 
to do is, say, class hierarchy analysis. On the other hand, 
it is a crucial component of a decompiler. It is interesting, 
therefore, to determine the exact cost of this additional func
tionality, so it can be judiciously invoked. 

The results of OUT experiments are displayed in the two 
parts of Table 2: 

• The top part in Table 2 presents the average times spent 
inferring integer types in our algorithm with type pro
motion, and the percentage that represents of the total 
time for type assignments. The next two columns give the 
same numbers for the algorithm of Gagnon et aJ.. The two 
next columns show the improvement of our integer type 
inference method over the one in Soot. and the improve
ment for the complete type inference process (including 
integer typing - Section 4 only considered type infer
ence for the bytecode type hierarchy). The final column 
lists for how many methods the new algorithm found a 
tighter typing (of course, itcan never find a less tight typ
ing, as it is optimal). 

• The bottom part of Table 2 gives an indication of the use 
of different stages of the two type inference frameworks. 
Both algorithms use two stages to infer integer types, but 
these two stages are not trivially related. 

Let us now examine these numbers in some detail. First, 

in both the Soot algorithm and the new algorithm, the cost 
of dealing with integer types is considerable, accounting for 
30.5% and 39.9% of the total time spent in type inference. In 

fact, for some of our benchmarks, the percentage is as high 
as 47%, so almost half the time of type inference is spent 
just on getting the integer types right. This underlines the 
importance of only using the sou= hierarchy for primitive 
types when necessary. The "Integer Improvement" column 
demonstrates that the new method of dealing with integer 
types performs better than the one in Soot in all cases, de
spite the fact that it finds a tightest possible typing, whereas 
Soot's algorithm does not. The latter point is illustrated by 
the final column, which shows that a small but significant 
fraction of the methods gets a suboptimal typing in Soot. 

In terms of performance, our integer typing stage is 16x 
faster than the Soot version, but this is mostly due to the 
(contrived) havoc benchmark. The total improvement hov
ers between 5 and 6 times, with two extremely high ratios 
that push the overall runtime down 21-fold. The least im
proved benchmark is gant, where we only gain a factor of 
2.82. 

Moving to the bottom table, it is clear that type promotion 
(Algorithm 3) is almost always effective in finding the types 
required, and in fact only the Kawa and Scala benchmarks 
require the use of Algorithm 4. Similarly the second stage of 
Soot's integer typing is invoked only for Kawa, albeit less 
often. It is noteworthy that this concerns bytecode that is 
not generated by a Java compiler, but instead directly from 
Scheme. 

The reader may wonder whether it would not be possi
ble to forego the type promotion step, and instead always 
directly use 4. Indeed, in theory that will yield correct re
sults, but in practice that can give an exponential blowup in 
the number of typings that need to be considered. In fact, 
we conducted that experiment, and found that only two very 
small benchmarks eso and jgf run lO completion if type 
promotion is omitted. We conclude, therefore, that type pro
motion is the key to efficient yet optimal handling of integer 
types under the Java source type hierarchy. As mentionned 
in Section 5, the problem of exponential blowup could be 
alleviated by relaxing the requirement that we insert as few 
casts as possible in the case of integers (this is the approach 
taken by Gagnon er aJ.). 

At the beginning of this paper we stressed that the new 
algorithm is designed to be efficient for the common case. It 
may now appear suspicious that according to the numbers in 
Table 2. it is always better. This is however not the case, it is 
just that all these benchmarks are whole jars, each consisting 
of many methods. There are individual methods where our 
method performs worse than the one in Soot, but that effect 
is drowned out by the better performance on most other 
methods. 

All these benchmarks, and scripts for reproducing our 

experiments, can be downloaded from [5]. 



Benchmark 
Soot 

Tnne (s) 
Soot 

% IOOI! 
New 

Time (s) 
New 

% lOtll1 
Integer 

1mpT\'. 
ToOl! 
Imprv. # lighter 

rt 22.88 21.31 8.98 45.46 2.55x 5.44x 1061 
tools 5.51 29.66 1.04 30.50 5.3Ox 5.45x 165 
abc-complete 89.98 15.78 2.90 39.88 31.03x 78.43x 177 
jython 3.59 35.02 1.13 47.50 3.19x 4.32x 45 
groovy 3.84 27.50 1.39 41.94 2.77x 4.22x 386 
qant 0.59 25.06 0.39 47.30 1.49x 2.82x 70 
kawa 3.42 30.74 0.78 33.01 4.4Ox 4.72x 198 
scala 6.28 14.30 2.56 32.30 2.46x 5.55x 190 
eso 0.43 16.23 0.31 38.02 1.37x 3.2h 6 
jigsaw 3.20 21.77 1.07 36.62 3.00x 5.05x 131 
jedit 2.17 27.43 0.56 34.09 3.84x 4.78x 170 
bluej 1.12 17.28 0.46 31.88 2.44x 4.51x 78 
java3d 5.60 23.89 1.58 39.15 3.54x 5.80x 264 
jgf 0.81 18.36 0.24 33.90 3.33x 6.14x 16 
havoc 239.55 54.68 0.41 47.03 581.90. 5oo.47x 0 
ToOl! 388.98 30.50 23.79 39.88 16.35x 21.38. 2957 

Benchmark #1YpeProm. # Our Stg. 2 # Soot S[g. I # SOOI Stg. 2 
rt 107792 0 107792 0 
tools 14180 0 14180 0 
abc-complete 33866 0 33866 0 
jython 9192 0 9192 0 
groovy 13799 0 13799 0 
gant 707 0 707 0 
kawa 9202 24 9223 3 
scala 65160 I 65161 0 
eso 2395 0 2395 0 
jigsaw 13577 0 13577 0 
jedit 5980 0 5980 0 
bluej 5690 0 5690 0 
java 3d 13453 0 13453 0 
jgf 557 0 557 0 
havoc 23 0 23 0 
ToOl! 295573 25 295595 3 

ThbIe 2. Perfonnance comparison for integer typing under the Java source hierarchy hierarchy 

7. RELATED WORK 

There exists a rich literature on the topic of type inference 
in object-oriented languages, [2-4, 7,1{}-13, 15,16,18-21, 
24, 25] to name but a few. Almost all of these take the 
notion of type constraints as their starting point. What sets 
the prescnt paper apart is !:he idea to first consider only the 
constraints that induce a lowerbound on typing, and find a 
minimal solution for that restricted set of constraints. When 
that minimal soJution is found, it remains to do a check of 
compatibility with the other constraints. 

We now make a more detailed comparison between the 
results of this paper and three previous works, namely the 
algorithm of Gagnon, Hendren and Marceau, the framework 
of Knoblock and Rehof, and that of Agesen, Palsberg and 
Schwartzbach. 

Gagnon, Hendren and Marceau The original motivation 
for this work was to try and improve on the perfonnance of 
the algorithm proposed by Gagnon et al. [8J. Gagnon's work 
was a milestone in object-oriented type inference, providing 

the inference algorithm at the foundation of the widely used 
Soot framework. Our entire understanding of the problem 
was shaped by [8], and indeed we have adopted its frame
work of applying transfonnations to deal with bytecode that 
is verifiable yet cannot be typed statically. 

The type inference phase of [8] works by constructing a 
graph of type constraints. This graph has two kinds of node, 
namely hard ones (which represent explicit types) and soft 
ones (representing type variables). An edge a ~ b means 
a :s b in our telmS. 

The construction of this graph is, in itself, quite expen
sive. It contains all type constraints induced by Jimple in
structions. An important difference with our aJgorithm is that 
in first instance we only consider constraints that derive from 
assignments; and even those are not explicitly represented by 
a datastructure. 

Solving the constraints means lransfonning the graph by 
merging soft nodes with hard nodes. Such a merging step is 
equivalent to inferring a type for a local variable. Mcrging 
can be done in the following three ways 



• merge all elements	 of a connected component in the 
graph: 

aSbflbSa ~ a=b 

• merge primitive types; if t is a primitive type then 

aSt ~ a~t 

• merge soft nodes that have only a single incoming edge 
(say from p) with p. 

In addition to these merging steps, during the solution pro
cess one may remove transitive edges that are implied by 
others: if we have edges a «- b .(- c, an edge a .(- c is 
redundant. 

The above solution process is sound: when it succeeds, 
the result is a valid typing. It is however not optimal in the 
sense that there may exist a strictly smaller typing that is 
also valid. Some heuristics are applied, in particular in the 
choice of single-parent constraints to merge, to improve pre
cision. These heuristics contrast sharply with the algorithm 
presented here, where there is a guarantee of optimality. In 
Section 6, we demonstrated that while it is rare for the algo
rithm of [8] to return suboptimal results, it does happen in 
practice. It is sometimes suboptimal for reference types, but 
more often for primitive types. 

There is a price to pay for that optimality guarantee in our 
algorithm, however, and that is in the worst-case complexity. 
The algorithm of Gagnon eI a/. is clearly polynomial: the 
number of constraints is polynomial, and each step of the 
solution process is polynomial. By contrast, as we have 
indicated in Section 2, our algorithm can take exponential 
time. Indeed, in [8], it is argued that the problem of finding 
an optimal typing is NP-hard. However, as is argued there, 
for the type hierarchies found in practice, the exponential 
behaviour does not occur. The experiments in Section 6 
continn that observation. 

Overall, our experiments in Section 6 also shOWed that 
the new algorithm presented here outperforms that of [8]. 
Furthermore, it is apparent from Figure 7 that the running 
time of the algorithm of Gagnon et al. is in practice cubic 
in the length of the method, whereas ours is linear. From 
the above discussion, the reasons for that perfonnance dif
ference are clear: our algorithm ellides the construction of 
a constraint graph. While the solution process of [8J is al
ways quite costly, requiring the identification of strongly 
connected components, in our algorithm the most common 
case is two iterations of the fixpoint computation in the first 
stage. 

Knoblock and Relw! A very thorough study of the prob
lem of reconstructing types for local variables in Java byte
code was conducted by Knoblock and Rehof [15]. Like our
selves, they start with the observation that the problem is 
easily solvable if types form a lattice. They then go on to ob
serve that there exists a smaHest lattice in which the original 
type order is embedded, namely the Dedekind-MacNeille 

completion. Where the type inference algorithm finds a type 
that is not represented in the original program, a new type 
definition is generated. 

This is quite different from the framework of Gagnon 
[8] where the code is sometimes transformed to make it 
typable, in the last resort by introducing casts. In [8] and 
in our setting, the type hierarchy itself is never modified. We 
believe that introducing new types is too drastic a structural 
change to the program to be allowed by an analysis and 
transformation framework, and that is dcfinitely the casc 
when used in decompilation. 

The type elaboration algorithm has some similarities with 
that of [8] as well as ours, and it consists of the following 
steps: 

I. First, all type constraints are collected. As emphasised 
earlier, we avoid the explicit representation of con
slraints, instead choosing to generate them on-the-fly 
from instructions. 

2. Next, the set of type constraints is closed to take account 
of array types, again similar to [8]. In our setting, array 
types are treated in virtually the same way as other ref
erence types (we have commented on our array-specific 
considerations in Section 3.) 

3. The strongly connected components in the constraint set 
are collapsed, as in [8]. 

4. The new elements of the type hierarchy are introduced. 
This has no direct equivalent in our algorithm or that 
of [8], although at the level of primitive types, we do 
introduce a few fictitious types in the augmented value
set hierarchy of Figure 9. 

5. The lattice algorithm is run to find a minimal typing. This 
is similar to Algorithm I, the simple algorithm we started 
out with. 

6. The Solulion is 'applied', possibly introducing unsafe 
narrowing conversions between primitive types. Obvi
ously such unsafe narrowing conversions are undesirable. 
and should be avoided. While this step is dismissed as an 
afterthought in [151. it is a non-trivial contribution of the 
present paper to solve it carefully, as detailed in Section 
5. 

A small unpleasant issue is that sometimes introducing 
new types is not permissible according to the Java type 
system, because muhiple inheritance between classes is not 
allowed. In the rare cases where the algorithm encounters 
such problems, it resorts to inferring the type Object and 
inserting casts. 

Knoblock and Rchof report good experimental results for 
their algorithm, showing linear time growth of execution 
time against sizes of method bodies; in view of Figure 7 that 
compares very well against the algorithm of Gagnon et al.. 
The experiments in [15] are however rather less comprehen
sive than those reported here (and those in [8]), as they tested 



only 22,300 methods, against the 295,598 that we have ex
perimented with. They do not report on tests that process 
bytecode that was not generated from Java source, which in 
our experience (and that of (8)) is crucial to test correctness, 
especially for the handling of primitive types. Furthermore 
there is no comparison in [15] of the quality of the typings 
against another algorithm, as we have done with [8]- there 
are many subtle issues that an implementation must handle, 
and it is very hard to get all the details right without at least 
one other algorithm to compare against. Unfortunately there 
is no publicly available implementation of [15], to compare 
its performance against the algorithm of [8], and the one pre
sented here. In view of the complexity of the datastructures 
involved, it seems very unlik.ely, however, that it would out
perform the very simple methods considered here. Further
more, in [15], runtimes of up to 18s per method are reported 
for a method of 200 KB that is the result of a parser gen
erator. Our algorithm processes methods of similar size and 
origin in 0.16s, which is much faster even allowing for a 10
fold speed increase in processors. 

We remarked earlier in Section 2.2 that the use of sets of 
types. while predominant in the literature on object"riented 
type inference, are inherently imprecise for certain examples 
where two types have multiple minimal common ancestors. 
In the worst case, this worsens the time complexity of our 
algorithm, but as we have shown, in practice the price for 
precision is not prohibitive. 

Pulsberg and Schwartzbaeh In a seminal paper [20], Pals
berg and Schwanzbach laid the foundation for most subse
quent work. on type inference for object-oriented programs. 
A year later, they followed it up with various improvements 
(in particular to deal with collection types), and an efficient 
implementation [18]. 

The problem considered by Palsberg and Schwartzbach is 
more general and harder than the one considered here: given 
a program with no type annotations, infer the types of local 
variables and method signatures. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to make some observations about the connections between 
their work. and the present paper. 

The notion of types proposed in [20J is just a set of 
classes. However, prior to the type inference process, the 
inheritance hierarchy is expanded by augmenting each class 
with all the members it inherits from its supertypes, and 
miling corresponding changes to statements in the code. A, 
noted in [20], this flattening can result in a quadratic increase 
in the program size. 

When presenting our algorithm, we already observed that 
using sets of types is not adequale because our aim is to ob
tain typings that are valid according to the Java type rules. 
Recall, however, that we did use upward-closed sets of typ
ings. In fact, /lattening the class hierarchy as Palsberg and 
Schwartzbach do corresponds to using upwards-closed sets 
of types: 

S ~ T '" up(S):2 up(T) 

where up(X) = {I I 3s EX: s ~ I}. In our implementa
tion, we used small sets of representative elements to com
pute with upwards-closed sets. As a consequence we do not 
pay the cost associated with the expansion of the hierarchy 
in [20], which was again employed in the implementation 
paper [18]. 

Palsbe'll and Schwartzbach construct a graph representa
tion of type constraints, named the trace graph. The nodes 
of the trace graph are methods, and the edges represent po
tential method invocations. Each node is decorated with a 
set of local constraints, which are precisely the constraints 
considered in the present paper. Additional constraints are 
attached on edges: these are different in nature from the sim
ple type inequalities found as local constraints, instead being 
Hom clauses, relating assumptions about method arguments 
to method results. 

Viewed in this light. it becomes clear that the algorithm 
we have presented here could be employed as a subroutine 
in a more general type constraint solver, doing the intrapro
cedural analysis required to solve local constraints. Indeed. 
as described in (18). one could construct the trace graph 
on demand, and whenever a new node is visited, we sim~ 

ply solve its local constraints with the new algorithm pre
sented here. In [4J, Agesen, Palsbe'll and Schwartzbach ex
tend their approach to deal with dynamic and multiple in
heritance. While the present paper has addressed multiple 
inheritance, we have not considered dynamic inheritance. 

The algorithm of Gagnon et aJ. [8] is in fact more simi
lar to that of Agesen, Palsbe'll and Schwartzbach than to our 
own, as it also operates on an explicitly constructed graph 
of conslraints. The worsH:ase time complexity of our al
gorithm is worse than that of the constraints-based type in
ference algorithms. The complexity blow-up occurs because 
we maintain sets of typings, where a typing maps each vari
able to one type. Consequently, when (due to multiple inher
itance) a variable x is given m types, and y is given n types, 
there are m x n typings maintained in our algorithm. This is 
not a problem in practice because while multiple inheritance 
is allowed in Java, its use is relatively rare. It is fair, there
fore. to classify our approach to type inference as optimising 
for the common case rather than the worst case. 

It is natural to wonder whether the principal idea under
lying the present paper (process lowerbounds firsl to ob
tain minimal solution, then check upperbounds) can be ap
plied to other constraint-based program analyses. While this 
seems likely, we have not yet investigated that question in 
any depth. 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented an algorithm for local type inference, 
and measured its performance in inferring types for local 
variables in Java bytecode. Our algorithm outperforms the 
previously best available solution for that problem (due to 
Gagnon el al. (8)), especially on methods that contain many 



statements. Not only does it exhibit better runtime efficiency, 
its results are also guaranteed to be optimal, in the sense that 

a tightest possible typing is returned. The key design princi

ple we have used is to optimise for the common case, rathan 
for the worst case. In particular, while our algorithm han

dles multiple inheritance, it exploits the observation that in 
practice, multiple inheritance is used relatively infrequently. 

At a more technical level, one key idea is to first pro
cess type constraints that impose lowerbounds (i.e. con
straints from assignments), and find minimal solutions to 
those. Next, in a second phase. we check use constraints 
(which all impose upperbounds) and prune out minimal so
lutions that do not satisfy those additional constraints. This 
turns out to be very effective if the goal is to infer types ac
cording to the type rules of Java bytecode. For use in a typed 
intermediate language with the aim of optimisation, this is 
the type inference algorithm to chose. 

However, as pointed out by a number of previous works 
[8, 15, 17,22], when the purpose is deeompilation, the re
quirements on type inference are somewhat different. Here 
we must consider the type hierarchy not as it is dictated by 
bytecode, but as it is given by the Java source language. The 
discrepancy lies in the way primitive types are treated: for 
example boolean, byte and char are incomparable in source, 
but all represented by integers at bytecode level. We have 
shown how to handle that problem by augmenting the check
ing phase of Our algorithm to make appropriate adjustments. 
The cost of having to do this is significant, however, some
times taking up to 47% longer. It is therefore recommended 
that when the purpose is optimisation and not decompilation, 
the bytecode type hierarchy is used instead. 

The main item of future work is to examine the impact 
of this local type inference algorithm in the context of inter
procedural type inference, in particular for the efficient Con
slruction of call graphs. Another is 10 examine other applica
tions of constraint-based program analysis, and whether the 
method given here can be generalised to such other analysis 
problems. 
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